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INT. MANSION - MIRA'S ROOM - NIGHT

The moonlight shines down brightly through an open window.
We see MIRA,(looks mid 20s, rebellious in nature, hates the
idea of being a Vampire.)

She sits on her bed staring down at a photograph, the people
in the photograph aren't visible at the moment.

MIRA (V.O.)
Sometimes the hardest decisions to
make are the ones that hurt the most
and sometimes neither of the choices
that you have are good ones, but you
still have to decide, knowing that
either of the decisions will leave
someone within your life hurting. I
don't want to hurt anyone, but
sometimes you just have to do what's
best for you. 

Tears stream down Mira's face, she places the photo down on
her bedside table.

The photo now completely visible shows Mira and her father.

MORDRED, he looks to be in his late 50s, short black shiny
hair that reflects in any form of light.

His attire perfectly compliments his looks with his long
black and red cape matching his crimson red eyes.

The only difference between himself and his daughter being
the ferocity in their looks.

Mordred looks ready for battle. Mira's facial expression
gives off that she doesn't want to be there.

MIRA (V.O.) (cont'd)
Worst day of my life.

Tears stream down Mira's face. She collapses down on her bed
and curls up into a ball. Her cries pierce through the
hallways of the mansion.

Moments later there is a knock at the door, Mira snaps into
action. She tries to compose herself.

MIRA
 Who is it? 
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AMBER
in a deep voice( )

It's your father. It's time for you
to take your rightful place within
the family.

MIRA
Oh haha, you're so funny. That
doesn't even sound like him.

AMBER
Awh, really I had been practicing
that for weeks!

MIRA
sniffling( )

Well it's time to go back to the
drawing board for a few more weeks
then.

Mira gets up, tears still flow freely down her face. She
rushes to dry her eyes.  

Mira opens the door, revealing AMBER.

Amber (looks 18 but is much older, the good child, she wants
to have her sisters place but doesn't let it get in the way
of their relationship)

AMBER
Have you been crying?

MIRA
No? Why would you ask that.

AMBER
Oh come on, don't mess around with
me, your eyes are completely red. You
can't hide these things from me, sis.

MIRA
mumbles( )

I could if I tried.

AMBER
What was that?

MIRA
Hm? Oh, nothing. What did you want
anyway?
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AMBER
I just wanted to tell you that father
isn't going to be coming back for a
little while longer, his scouts came
back earlier today. Apparently he's
off terrorising some human who works
with nuclear bombs.

MIRA
sighs( )

One day he's going to run into a
human who knows how to fight back,
then we're going to be left to pick
up the pieces.

AMBER
mumbles( )

You say that as if it's a bad thing.

MIRA
I mean it wouldn't really be the end
of the world, in terms of the kind of
person he is. It may even be a good
thing, but do you really want to have
to take charge after someone like
Father dies?

AMBER
It would be difficult wouldn't it?

MIRA
Difficult? Try damn near impossible,
as much as I hate to admit it, he's
one of the most influential leaders
in the past few centuries. I don't
want to have that kind of power, or
responsibility, within our society.

AMBER
You're kidding right? I mean you're
the freaking heir to the throne!
Don't you want that? All that
history, all that power?

MIRA
Honestly? No I don't, I've never
wanted to be that. If you want to go
live and be in dad's shadow
constantly, if you want to be
compared to him in everything that
you do then go right ahead. I won't
stop you, I've got plans of my own
anyway.
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AMBER
Woah, woah, woah. You're really sure
about this, huh? I never knew you
felt like this about him, about our
family.

MIRA
No. It's not the family, I love you.
I tolerate dad, it's what comes with
being in this family. I can't take it
anymore, my entire life I have
constantly been paraded around like I
am the future of our society and I
just don't want that. I honestly
resent the pressure that being the
heir has put on me through my entire
life.

AMBER
What do you mean?

MIRA
I want to make my own path in life. I
want to do something truly important,
not starting wars between races or
bringing the next generation of
Vampires into the world. Something
truly meaningful.

Amber looks at Mira with different eyes, as if the sister
she thought she knew is a completely different person.

AMBER
Alright, if you want to leave. If you
want to do this then I'm not going to
stop you. I hope doing this allows
you to find what long for in life.

MIRA
I really hope so too...

Mira holds out her hand to Amber inviting her over. Mira
takes her hands, she dries her eyes.

AMBER
How about we go for one last walk
around the mansion? For old times
sake?

MIRA
smiles( )

You know, I'd like that. I'd like
that a lot.
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INT. MANSION - HALLWAYS - MOMENTS LATER

Amber and Mira walk along the long red carpets of their
Father's mansion. Several doors litter the sides of the
hallway, some are opened others are closed.

They approach the girls bathroom. The wooden door is marked
off with a bat and the silhouette of a woman's body. 

AMBER
giggles( )

You remember what happened here
right?

Mira buries her head in her hands. Shes hides her face which
is now a bright red.

MIRA
Oh god, don't remind me.

AMBER
What?! it's a good memory, or at
least I thought so.

MIRA
This was where you caught me kissing
Calem when I was a kid.

AMBER
Exactly! Your first kiss is a good
thing.

MIRA
Technically, yes. But what happened
afterwards wasn't, you went around
the class parading that I was kissing
a boy. Which got me in trouble with
my father.

AMBER
Riight, I forgot that bit.

MIRA
Course you did. Comes on let's keep
moving, I'm sure you're gonna dig up
some more memories before we get back
to my room.

AMBER
Maybe I will, maybe I won't. Honestly
who knows?
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The pair approach another open door, this time it's the
living room. The design of the room is very 1800s esk, a
long table fills the back of the room.

It's covered in various documents that Mordred has left
behind. The front of the room is neatly tidied up, a long
leather sofa is placed in front of a fire place.

A large emboding portrait of Mordred in his full Vampire
Lord attire sits above the fireplace, looming over the room.

MIRA
I always hated this room. Father used
to have what he thought was father to
daughter bonding in here. It always
made me feel uncomfortable.

FLASHBACK - INT. MANSION - LIVING ROOM - DAY

A young Mira is sat on the sofa on her own, the portrait of
her father looms over her head. A loud knock at the door
echos through the room, Mira snaps up into action.

MIRA
Who is it?

MORDRED
It's your father and acting chief.

MIRA
sighs( )

Come in.

MORDRED
What are you doing in here? Everyone
has been looking for you. It's time
to practice for your coronation, need
to make sure everything is perfect
for the big day, right?

MIRA
Yeah

pause( )
I guess we do.

MORDRED
You don't sound so sure, is
everything alright?
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MIRA
Yeah everything is fine. I'm just
feeling a little tired today, is it
okay if we do it another day.

MORDRED
Mira, you've put this off for weeks
now. So either you tell me what's
wrong or I have you locked in the
dungeons for a week until you tell
me.

MIRA
UGH,fine. If you're gonna be like
that. I just.

beat( )
I don't feel like I am ready yet.

now trying to get(
make him happy)

I still have so much to learn so many
abilities that I feel like I need to
master before I am able to be the
best heir to the throne that I
possibly could be.

MORDRED
If that's how you really feel, then
we'll postpone the coronation for a
little while--

MIRA
Thank you father, thank you!

MORDRED
Monday morning we will get you
started on a tight training schedule.
Don't worry, daughter of mine. We'll
get you ready for your big day.

Mordred leaves with a grin on his face. Mira is left alone
in the living room as the portrait of her father feels
bigger than it ever has.

INT. MANSION - HALLWAYS - NIGHT

Amber looks at Mira with warm eyes, she embraces Mira in a
hug as the sisters share one final hug together.

AMBER
All this time, you were feeling
uncomfortable with your life and you
never said anything. I'm so sorry.
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MIRA
It's okay, well it's not okay. But
it's not your fault, it's hard
especially when you feel like you
don't fit in. How do you tell the
people that are supposed to care for
you no matter what that you don't
want to be around them, that their
old fashioned ways are wrong?

AMBER
I get what you mean. It must have
been so to keep it a secret all this
time. I feel honored that you trust
me enough to tell me, rather than
just leaving without a word.

MIRA
smiles( )

I couldn't leave my little sister
high and dry now could I?

AMBER
giggles( )

I'd sure hope not. Hey, uh would you
mind if we went on for a little
longer. I don't think I'm ready to
say goodbye yet.

MIRA
Aw, sis. I didn't know you cared so
much.

AMBER
Oh shut up, you know I do.

Amber and Mira both continue their walk down the hallway,
they get to the last room of the hallway, it's their old
classroom.

A black chalk board is fixed to the wall at the front of the
room, with several Victorian era chairs and tables line the
room right the way to the back.

A chair sits in the far corner of the classroom with a
bottle of blood positioned next to it on the table.

MIRA
Some bad memories came from this
place, I can't believe they actually
kept the blood. Disgusting.
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AMBER
Father likes to keep it as a trophy
to remind the kids that he teaches to
stay in line. It's effective.

MIRA
It's sick.

AMBER
I'm not denying that, but you know
father; he's always been stuck in his
old fashioned ways. But no matter
what you think of him. His reign has
been one of the greatest in the
history of our kind.

MIRA
You always were a daddies girl, huh?

AMBER
Don't say it like that!

MIRA
Like what? It's true.

AMBER
I guess so

beat( )
I just didn't want to get into
trouble with him, y'know?

MIRA
Yeah I know, I'm not upset at you for
it. We all did what we had to do.

pause( )
Honestly it's part of the reason why
I am leaving, I have to do what's
best for me and I truly believe that
making my own life within the human
world is the best way to do that.

AMBER
nods( )

I respect that, just promise me one
thing yeah?

MIRA
Anything.

AMBER
Promise that you'll keep contact with
me from time to time, I just.

(MORE)
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I don't want to lose you. Please
AMBER (cont'd)

would you do that, for me?

MIRA
Of course I will, how about we meet
up each month for coffee or
something. That way you can tell me
what's going on, here with dad. I'm
going to need to know so I can do my
best to avoid him finding me.

AMBER
That sounds like a deal.

beat( )
Please be careful, Mira. I know the
way people treat beings like us, with
nothing but cruelty.

MIRA
I promise I'll be careful.

Amber and Mira walk back to Mira's room. Mira picks up the
photo of her with her father and places it on the
windowsill, she gives Amber a quick smile.

Mira transforms into a bat and flies out of the window, the
picture of her family gets further and further away from her
until.

FADE TO BLACK

SUPER: 3 MONTHS LATER

INT. LONDON - SLEEP CLINIC - DAY

Mira stands over a MAN who is led down on a doctors bed, he
is well built big muscles, large thighs, balding, looks to
be in his mid to late 30s.

The room is full of various posters that promote healthy
sleep habits.

Her desk has several drawers along the front, with a photo
of Mira and Amber in their humanoid forms on top the desk
alongside a bunch of lilies and a modern desktop computer.

MIRA
Sir if you wouldn't mind closing your
eyes for me, this process has the
best results with your eyes closed.

(MORE)
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It allows your brain to process what
MIRA (cont'd)

is happening easier.

MAN
If you say so miss.

The man closes his eyes.

Mira stands over the man, she gently presses her fingertips
against the temples on his head. Mira's eyes now glow a
bright red as she goes into the mans head.

We now see what Mira sees in the mans head as a vision. The
electrons that flow through his head are visible as she
enters his mind, Mira briefly closes her eyes.

MIRA
Let's see what the issue is in here.

Mira opens her eyes to see an image of her father in the
man's head, she notices that every night the man is able to
see Mordred as he watches over him with the biggest grin on
his face, as Mordred goes into bite the man and kills him.

MIRA (cont'd)
I should've known this was the case.
No problem.

Mira closes her eyes, she holds her hands out whilst inside
his mind as the image of her father slowly begins to fade.
She replaces it with an image of a baby red fox, who is
running through a field.

Mira closes her eyes, her job within his mind is now done.
Now back in her office her eyes return to their normal shade
of red as she removes her hands from the man's forehead,
allowing him to wake up.

MIRA (cont'd)
You can open your eyes now, you
should be able to get to sleep much
easier now.

MAN
What exactly did you do?

MIRA
Oh come on now, surely you know a
doctor never reveals their secrets.

MAN
Huh, thought that was a magician.
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MIRA
Oh, right. So it is, well uh it's
just an old medicinal trick which
relaxes the mind of anything that may
be causing it stress. You wouldn't
happen to know what might be causing
that for you, huh?

The man scratches the back of his head, it is clear that
he's nervous to tell her what the issue is.

MAN
Oh uh, just some guy. He's been after
me for a while now. It's nothing to
stress over.

MIRA
Well if he persists, maybe try
calling the police. They can protect
you.

MAN
Yeah, I will. Well thanks for this
Doc.

MIRA
Anytime, it is my job after all.

The man nods at her, he exits out of  the room. Mira
collapses down into her seat.

MIRA (cont'd)
sighs( )

It's always him, he's everywhere.
This job is harder than I was
expecting it to be. Even three months
in.

Mira's phone buzzes in her pocket, she takes it out of her
pocket and opens it. She has a text message, it's from
Amber, it reads.

AMBER (TEXT)
Hey sis, I'm waiting for you at our
usual spot. See you soon Xx.

Mira looks up at the clock that sits above her desk, it
reads 5:00pm, the end of her shift. Mira quickly texts Amber
back.

MIRA (TEXT)
My shift just ended, I'll be there
soon Xx.

12.
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She grabs her bag and coat and walks out of the sleep clinic
out into the busy streets of central London.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - DAY

The Shard towers over the rest of the high street stores.
While Mira makes her way through the busy London crowds a
bat positions itself over her head, it's one of her father's
scouts.

Once he sees who she is he quickly flies away without being
seen.

INT. MANSION - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Mordred sits at the war table with various documents in his
hands. He starts to re position them into various different
piles. Moments later a bat flies in through the window, he
turns back into his humanoid form.

SCOUT
gasps for air( )

I've found her sir, I've located the
princess.

MORDRED
Where?! Where is she?

SCOUT
She's in the city of London, sir. She
appears to be disguising herself as
one of those retched humans.

MORDRED
I never thought my own daughter could
stoop so low. No matter, we will draw
her out of hiding.

SCOUT
Uh, sir. How exactly are you going to
do that?

MORDRED
Don't you worry about that, I have a
plan that will flush her out of
hiding.

A large grin appears on Mordred's face. He breaks out into
an uncontrollable laugh that booms through the walls of the
mansion. 
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Mordred turns into a bat and flies out of the same open
window his scout came in through.

CUT TO:

EXT. LONDON - SIDE ALLEYWAY - DAY

Mordred lands in a side alley in the streets of London, he
transforms into Mira's humanoid form, with the biggest smirk
on his face he let's out a scream.

MORDRED
Help! Help! Someone is attacking me!

Moments later two men run into the alley way, they look
around for the woman's voice that they heard.

CIVILIAN 1
Hello? Miss? Where are you? We heard
you screaming for help.

Mordred exits out from behind a skip.

MORDRED
I-I'm right here. Are you here to
save me?

CIVILIAN 1
Yeah, we are where is the person that
was attacking you?

Mordred smiles.

MORDRED
Oh there wasn't anyone attacking me.

CIVILIAN 1
Then what? You were fucking with us?

MORDRED
No. I was luring you here.

CIVILIAN 1
Luring us here? For what?

Mordred looks on at both of the men, a grin worms its way
onto his face. Before he could even react Mordred has his
teeth sunk deep into the mans neck.

The other man watches on in horror as his friends life
essence is sucked away from him.
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CIVILIAN 2
S-Stop! Leave him alone.

Mordred briefly takes his lips away from the man's corpse.

MORDRED
Would you rather it be you?

CIVILIAN 2
N-No, s-sorry sir.

MORDRED
That's what I thought.

Mordred discards the man's lifeless corpse, it is now
completely devoid of colour. He looks more like a shriveled
up prune than a human at this point.

Mordred turns to the other man.

MORDRED (cont'd)
Go, spread the word of what happened
here. Make sure the authorities are
aware of exactly what happened here.

The man screams as he runs out of the alleyway.

Meanwhile Mordred briefly turns to the wall next to him, he
slits a cut into his arm and smears Mira's blood all over
the dead body.

Mordred turns into a bad and flies away, his cackles can be
heard in the distance.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

On her way to her meetup with Amber, Mira comes across a
POLICE OFFICER (Early 30s) he's small but looks like he
could run for hours. The officer gets a notification through
his earpiece.

POLICE OFFICER
There are reports of a Murder on
London Bridge Street. Reports are
saying the suspect is female, wearing
a hoodie and jeans with silver hair.

Mira's eye light up as she realises that the description
matches her look exactly. She picks up the pace so he
doesn't notice her. Mira sneaks into the cafe, out of sight.
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INT. LONDON - CAFE - MOMENTS LATER

Mira subtly looks around for Amber.

Amber is sat at the back of the cafe out of sight of the
windows. Mira walks over to her and takes the seat opposite
her.

AMBER
Hey, sis! How's it going?

Mira has a quick survey of the cafe.

MIRA
whispers( )

Well I think I was just framed for
murder, so there's that.

AMBER
You were what?!

MIRA
glares( )

Shh keep it down. There are still
police looking for me outside.

AMBER
Oh, sorry, sorry. That just took me
by surprise.

MIRA
No kidding.

AMBER
Why would anyone do something like
that?

MIRA
I don't know, maybe someone caught me
when I had my guard down and saw who
I really was.

AMBER
Maybe that job of yours got you into
trouble, using your powers like that
was always going to end in trouble.

MIRA
No, no. It can't be that, I put them
into a hypnotised state before I do
anything.
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AMBER
Maybe you made a mistake?

MIRA
Not likely, it has to have been one
of my neighbors, maybe even someone
from home, someone that wants me to
return home.

AMBER
You don't mean

beat( )
He wouldn't, would he?

MIRA
Amber, we both know that he
absolutely would do it.

AMBER
I guess you're right. I mean I know
he has been pretty mad that he can't
find you recently, he sent out extra
scouts last week just to find you.

MIRA
Amber! Why didn't you tell me that?

AMBER
Oh-Uh, whoops guess it slipped my
mind.

MIRA
face palms( )

So what I'm getting here is that, it
probably is either father or someone
in his inner circle that has done
this.

AMBER
It is a possibility, yes. Although I
wouldn't rule out it being some
person with a grudge, we all know the
prejudice that exists.

MIRA
You're right, speaking of

beat( )
Why don't we move this somewhere
else?

AMBER
Why? What's wrong?
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MIRA
whispers( )

People are staring.

Amber looks around the room to see that the room is
completely silent and everyone is staring at them.

AMBER
We're uh

beat( )
We're just talking about this movie
we saw last night.

The people in the cafe go back to their own conversations.

MIRA
Let's go.

Amber nods.

EXT. LONDON - LONDON BRIDGE - DAY

Mira and Amber leave the cafe, they walk out onto the
streets of London. Mira keeps her head down as they walk
across the crowded London bridge.

Posters of a anti Vampire rally are stuck onto the pillars
of the bridge. The crowds clear away as they reach the other
side of the bridge.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - SAME

Cars litter the sides of the roads, some are illegally
parked on yellow lines while others aren't. Civilians walks
on the opposite side of the road, walking onto the bridge.

MIRA
quietly( )

I need to go back to where it
happened, see if I can find anything
that tells me who framed me.

AMBER
Are you crazy? There will be police
all over that crime scene. Do you
want to go to prison?

MIRA
What? No, of course I don't but I
need to do something.

(MORE)
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I'm not just going to let someone
MIRA (cont'd)

frame me for something I didn't do.

AMBER
Well yeah. But didn't ya know that's
a classic serial killer move. Never
return to the scene of the crime!

MIRA
sighs( )

You've been watching too many movies.
Besides I have one advantage that
most people don't. I can turn into
anyone.

AMBER
Yeah, but you've never been able to
hold other forms for as long as other
people have. What if you get caught
doing it?

MIRA
It's a risk that I'm going to have to
be willing to take. Otherwise I'm
never going to find out who framed me
and why.

AMBER
Yeah, I guess you're right. Just
promise to be careful, okay?

MIRA
Don't worry. I'll be alright.

Mira gives Amber her best reassuring smile.

AMBER
You always say that.

MIRA
Am I not always alright? Still got
all my limbs.

FLASHBACK - INT. MANSION - CLASSROOM - NIGHT

Mordred stands behind his old wooden desk. All the chairs
have been neatly tucked underneath the tables in the
classroom.
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Mira, Amber and Mordred are the only ones in the classroom.
Both Mira and Amber stand keenly in front of their father.
Mordred closes his eyes and transforms into Amber.

MORDRED
You just need to picture the person
or animal that you want to turn into
within your head and focus on that
image.

AMBER
It's that simple? I thought it was
going to be some complicated process
or something.

MORDRED
It's a skill that's quick to learn
but hard to master.

AMBER
How long did it take you to master
it, father?

Mordred scratches the back of his head for a few moments.

MORDRED
Oh I don't know, it had to have been
a few years before I fully mastered
the skill so that I didn't lose the
form when I grew tired.

MIRA
Great another skill that is going to
take time out of my life to learn.

AMBER
Aren't you excited about this one? I
mean isn't it so cool that we can
turn into literally anyone?

MIRA
I think it's creepy. Who knows what
other Vampires have done with an
ability like that.

AMBER
What do you mean? I don't think
anyone would use it to hurt people,
right father?--

MORDRED
Of course, we only use these powers
for the betterment of our species.
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AMBER
See? Nobody uses it for anything bad.

MIRA
mutters( )

Yeah, sometimes "the betterment of
our species" results in the humans
getting hurt.

addressing Mordred( )
But to stop this argument going on
for any longer. I believe you.

MORDRED
Now that is out of the way, girls
just focus on what you want to
become.

Mira and Amber close their eyes.

AMBER
Am I doing it right?

MIRA
Shh I'm trying to focus.

AMBER
Sorry, sorry. I just don't know if
I'm doing it right.

MIRA
How hard is it for you to focus on
one thing?

Amber transforms into Mira at the same time as Mira
transforms into Amber. Mordred breaks out into laughter.

AMBER
What's so funny?

MORDRED
I should have known you both would
have done this.

MIRA
Done what?

MORDRED
Open your eyes.

Mira and Amber open their eyes.

AMBER
Why did you turn into me?
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Mira bursts out into laughter, she places her hands on her
knees to support her laughter.

MIRA
I guess we both just really want to
be the other person.

AMBER
What's that supposed to mean?

MIRA
Oh nothing, don't worry about it.

Moments later Mira loses her form, she turns back into her
own humanoid form but Amber still remains as she was.

MIRA (cont'd)
sighs( )

Yet another ability I can't hold,
great.

MORDRED
It just takes time, some Vampires are
just naturally able to hold their
abilities longer than other. You'll
get there in the end.

AMBER
Yeah, sis. Don't stress about it.

MORDRED
That's today's teaching complete, you
two need to start practicing that
ability not, so that you have it
perfected before the coronation. So
I'll leave you two to talk with each-
other.

Mordred leaves.

AMBER
I'd love to stay and talk but I have
a date with this guy, he said that
he'd help me practice my abilities
while I'm there too, you don't mind
me going do you?

MIRA
You don't need my permission to go
and do something.
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AMBER
I just feel bad leaving you on your
own.

MIRA
I'm a big girl, I'll be fine.

FADE OUT

FLASHBACK - INT. MANSION - LIVING ROOM - HOURS LATER

Mira sits on the sofa, as her father's portrait looms over
her now more than ever. She takes a deep breath and looks up
at the portrait.

MIRA
I'm never going to be like you. I'm
sorry, I know that probably
disappointing you or something but I
just can't. I don't want to be the
kind of Vampire who's legacy is
defined by how many people they have
terrified or killed, I want my life
to be something meaningful. I just
don't fully know what that is going
to look like yet.

Mira breaks down into tears as she stares up at the portrait
of her father.

MIRA (cont'd)
I've never felt like I've fit into
this family, and if I had been born a
few months earlier I wouldn't be in
the position for next in line. That
honour would go to my sister who
actually wants it. But no I have to
uphold this stupid legacy of blood, a
legacy that makes me feel sick to my
stomach. One day I'll prove to you
that I can be so much more than what
you think of me, one day.

INT. LONDON - STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

AMBER
Mira! Mira? Are you okay? Come on
Earth to Mira?!
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MIRA
What, huh? Sorry must have zoned out
for a second there.

AMBER
Am I really that boring to you?

MIRA
beat( )

What?! No, that wasn't it. I just
remembered the time dad was trying to
teach us how to use the
transformation ability.

AMBER
Oh yeah, when we both turned into
each other and--

MIRA
And I couldn't hold the ability for
as long as you, yes.

AMBER
See, that's why I'm worried. If you
still can't hold it for very long
what if you get caught whilst on the
scene of the crime. It's game over
then.

MIRA
I have other ways of getting out,
don't worry.

AMBER
Oh yeah? Like what?

MIRA
Like I can just turn into a bat and
fly away from the sce--

AMBER
Yeah with low energy and whilst your
under immense stress you're going to
be able to just fly away without any
issues?

MIRA
Fine, you know what I'll do. I'll
wait for nightfall and then go in and
have a look.
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AMBER
See now that sounds a lot less
riskier.

MIRA
Thank you, Ms Safety adviser.

AMBER
Yeah I'm just trying to make sure
that you don't get arrested.

MIRA
I know, I know. I'm just teasing you.

Amber crosses her arms in a huff.

MIRA (cont'd)
Oh come, don't be like that. We used
to mess with each-other all the time.

AMBER
Yeah except you weren't being framed
for murder back then.

MIRA
You're right, I'm sorry. Before I go,
is there anything else that I need to
know?

AMBER
No, I don't think so. The only big
thing I needed to tell you was the
thing with father.

MIRA
Alright, well you better be getting
back to the mansion before he notices
that you've gone missing for a long
amount of time.

AMBER
Oh, it's fine! He thinks I'm out on a
date right now.

MIRA
What is it with you and date excuses?

AMBER
It's just the first thing that comes
to my head, y'know.
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MIRA
Not really, but anyway. We should get
going. It was nice meeting up with
you again, let me know if anything
changes at home.

AMBER
As soon as it happens, I promise.

MIRA
Alright, well I'll be seeing you.
Love ya sis.

AMBER
Love you too sis.

Mira gives Amber her biggest toothy smile. Amber walks back
towards London bridge.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - DAY

As Mira walks down the street she sees a Police Officer pass
her by, doing her best to blend in Mira hides in the crowds
until she accidentally bumps into another Officer.

POLICE OFFICER
Wait, aren't you?

MIRA
I-I'm no one, you didn't see me here.

Mira goes to use her hypnosis abilities on the Officer.
Before she could he calls out, which alerts all the other
Officers within the local area.

POLICE OFFICER
Stop right there, you're under
arrest!

Mira makes a break for the nearby crowds as she tries her
best to blend in. She turns for a brief moment to see four
Officers behind her in the crowds.

As she runs she spots a nearby alleyway and decides to duck
into the alleyway. She hides herself behind a large bin that
is in the alley.

The Police Officers catch up to her but don't follow her
down the alleyway.
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POLICE OFFICER (cont'd)
Ms, do you really think we're that
stupid. We aren't going to fool for
the same trick you pulled on those
civilians earlier.

Mira panics, she quickly surveys the local area to find a
way out without going past the Police.

MIRA
whispers( )

If I turn into my bat form now I
won't be able to hold it for as long
as I need too.

POLICE OFFICER
Our backup will arrive soon, you have
ten seconds to give yourself up
before we come in and get you, armed
with weapons.

Mira gets shorter and shorter of breath as the panic sets
in, sweat droplets fall from her forehead.

POLICE OFFICER (cont'd)
Five

beat( )
Four

beat( )
Three

beat( )
Seven

beat( )
Two

MIRA
Time to bite the bullet.

Mira transforms into her bat form, she flies up out of the
alleyway. Her flight pattern is unstable as she flies
through the streets she starts to dip towards the ground.

Mira notices an open window nearby she quickly flies through
the window and collapses on the floor. Unable to control her
form she turns back into her humanoid form.

MIRA (cont'd)
Need to.

beat( )
Hide somewhere. Safe

Mira drags herself over to the closet on the other-side of
the room, she closes the door behind her and passes out.
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INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Hours later Mira wakes up to the sound of the front door,
she hears it slam shut. She tries to pry herself up and out
of the closet but doesn't have the energy. 

UNKNOWN VOICE
Phew, it's time to kick back and
relax, that was one hell of a day.

Mira places her hand over her mouth. As she does that she
sees the shadow of the person as it gets closer and closer,
until he opens the door.

AVERY stands over her (Mid 20s). He's a short man with a
frail body that looks as if it is about to collapse at any
moment. His suit looks like its way too big for him.

AVERY
screams( )

Who the hell are you and how'd you
get in here?

MIRA
I can explain I swear, I don't mean
you any harm. I just

beat( )
I needed somewhere to hide until they
stopped looking for me.

AVERY
They?! Who they hell are they?!

MIRA
The pol--

AVERY
WAIT, the police are looking for
you?! Are you a criminal?

MIRA
No, no. I was framed for something I
didn't do and I came in here to hide
until they passed by, I must've
passed out. What time is it?

AVERY
Yeah, sure you were "framed" and now
you want me to turn my back. That
isn't sketchy at all.

MIRA
Oh my god. I. Am not. A killer.
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AVERY
Spelling it out to me doesn't really
make it anymore believable. Besides
even if you aren't a killer, which
you still haven't convinced me
otherwise. You still broke into my
house. 

MIRA
What'd I break?

AVERY
Don't get clever with me, you
criminal.

MIRA
Could you just tell me the time
please? My friends are going to be
worried about me.

AVERY
You really aren't in a position to be
making demands here miss.

Mira rubs her head, she tries to stand up but falls right
back down to her knees.

MIRA
Why don't you just call the police
then? Not like I'm in a position to
fight back.

Avery pulls out his phone and calls 999.

OPERATOR
Emergency. Which service?

AVERY
I.

pause( )
I want the police please.

His phone rings.

POLICE OFFICER
Metropolitan Police, what's the
emergency.

Avery looks down at Mira, she looks like she's about to pass
out.

POLICE OFFICER (cont'd)
Hello? Is everything okay?
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AVERY
S-Sorry, a friend dialed the number.

POLICE OFFICER
Sir, you know wasting police time is
considered as an offense?

AVERY
We thought we'd seen something
suspicious.

POLICE OFFICER
I'm going to have to ask you to be
more specific than that, sir.

A look of guilt comes across Avery's face as Mira slowly
passes out.

AVERY
Sorry to waste your time. It won't
happen again.

Avery hangs up the call.

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - SAME

He looks down at Mira and picks her up. He takes her
downstairs and places her limp body on the sofa.

Avery walks back up the stairs.

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - SAME

Avery opens her bedroom door, when he closes it he grabs a
chair in his room and places it against the handle on the
door.

AVERY
Please let me wake up in the
morning...

Avery climbs into bed and falls asleep.

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Mira wakes up the next morning, she rubs her head as she
looks around the living room.
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MIRA
Where am I?

 Mira gets up off the sofa, she walks around the living
room.

MIRA (cont'd)
Hello? Anyone home?

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - SAME

Avery snaps awake as he hears Mira's calls. He quickly grabs
some clothes, gets dressed. He removes the chair from behind
his door and heads downstairs.

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - SAME

Mira sees Avery on the stairs, she rolls her eyes.

MIRA
You didn't call the police then?

AVERY
Well when you passed out I realised
that it wouldn't look good on me if
they found an unconscious body on the
floor of my bedroom.

MIRA
Smart.

AVERY
Don't compliment me. I should call
the police now.

MIRA
I'm not going to hurt you.

AVERY
Yeah you said that last night.

MIRA
And you're still alive.

AVERY
Oh I am? Well thank you for not
killing me in my sleep.

MIRA
I'm not a killer, I told you this. I
was framed.
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AVERY
You keep saying that, but you've
given me no reason to believe that
you are telling the truth.

MIRA
If you'd give me the chance to show
you that I'm telling the truth then
maybe you would see that.

AVERY
Fine, you get one chance to show me
that you're telling the truth, but if
you put one foot out of line then I'm
calling the police right away.

MIRA
One chance is all I need.

AVERY
Well we can't go out looking for so
called murderers on an empty stomach.
I'm going to make some breakfast. You
want something?

MIRA
I can make you something.

AVERY
No, no. It's fine. I don't feel like
being poisoned thanks.

Mira sighs and sits back on the sofa.

MIRA
I guess I'll have some toast, if
that's okay?

AVERY
I can do toast.

Avery disappears into the kitchen.

Mira looks up at the clock above the TV as the time passes
ten minutes later Avery reappears from the kitchen.

AVERY (cont'd)
Foods ready.

Mira walks with Avery back into the kitchen, she takes a
seat at the table.
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MIRA
Looks good.

AVERY
Well, toast isn't that hard to make.

MIRA
I guess you're right. Just, I've
never really had this done for me
before.

AVERY
Your parents never cooked you a
breakfast before?

MIRA
No, I pretty much brought myself and
my sister up. My father was always
away on missions with his work a lot
and my mother

beat( )
Well she died during childbirth.

AVERY
Oh I'm so sorry, I had no idea.

MIRA
It's alright, I never really knew
her. Wish I did.

beat( )
Anyway, lets get to eating, huh?

They both start to eat. Avery takes glaces at Mira every so
often.

MIRA (cont'd)
Is everything alright? You seem to be
looking at me a lot.

AVERY
Just making sure that a rogue knife
doesn't come flying at my head.

MIRA
Oh please if I was going to do that,
I'd at least have some class when
doing it. I'd do it when washing up,
so you don't see it coming.

AVERY
I don't really think you're in a
position to be making these kind of
jokes.
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MIRA
Right. Sorry.

Mira finishes her food, she places her knife and fork neatly
down on her plate and takes it over to the sink.

AVERY
Not suspicious at all.

MIRA
I'm not actually going to kill you,
just thought I'd be nice considering
you made the food for me.

AVERY
Hm, alright.

Mira washes up her plate. Just as Avery finishes his food
she takes the plate from the table and washes it up for him.

AVERY (cont'd)
Thank you.

MIRA
Of course, now uh this is going to be
a strange question but you don't
happen to have any women's clothes on
hand, do you?

AVERY
You know I think I'm all out of
those.

MIRA
Looks like we're going to have to go
shopping before I go investigating
then.

AVERY
Can't you just go in those clothes?

MIRA
No I can't, for one that's disgusting
and for two people are going to be
looking for me in these clothes. So
this is where it may get a bit weird
but--

AVERY
You need to borrow some of my clothes
until we get some of yours, don't
you?
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MIRA
Yeaaaah.

AVERY
Fine. Just go and get something from
my wardrobe.

MIRA
nods( )

Thank you.

Mira walks up to Avery's room. She opens his wardrobe and
pulls out various pieces of clothing, she picks out a black,
long sleeved shirt and a pair tight fit jeans.

Back on Avery downstairs, he pulls open the mornings
newspapers on his phone, the headline reads "Murderer lose
in the streets of London?"

AVERY
sighs( )

Hey, you might want to read this
mornings newspapers when you get down
here. They don't really look the
greatest.

Mira appears at the top of the stairs, she walks down the
stairs as Avery stares on in awe.

MIRA
Don't look at me like that, it's
weird.

AVERY
Sorry. You just look really good.

MIRA
Oh so now you're complimenting me
huh?

AVERY
Even if you could be a murderer.

MIRA
There it is. What were you saying
about the newspapers?

Avery passes his phone over to Mira, she reads the headlines
and buries her head in her hands.
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MIRA (cont'd)
How'd they already get this
information? Don't the police keep it
secret?

AVERY
You'd be surprised what some
journalists are willing to do in
order to get their next big scoop.
One the plus side they didn't name
you or give a description.

MIRA
So we're fine to go outside?

AVERY
Seems that way, yeah. C'mon we should
get going before anymore information
becomes public knowledge.

MIRA
nods( )

Yeah, I know some good places where
we can find some clothing.

Mira and Avery walk out of the house together, Avery locks
the door behind him.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - DAY

As Mira and Avery walk through the streets of London, they
come across a group of people who are gathered together.

Mira walks in closer to investigate. As she pushes through
the crowds she notices a sign on the stage in front of her
which reads "Anti Vampire Rally."

Mira gasps at the sight of the sign, she quickly covers her
mouth to not attract any attention.

AVERY
Oh, it's an anti-vamp rally.

MIRA
So this is what the posters were
advertising...

AVERY
What posters?
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MIRA
When I was with a friend earlier I
saw the posters for whatever this is
scattered across London bridge.

RALLY LEADER
Hey you two! Haven't seen you at one
of these before, always happy to
welcome some new faces.

Mira looks around, hoping that he wasn't talking to her.

The RALLY LEADER (Early 20s). His greasy, messy hair
compliments his thrown together look of torn jeans and a
Hawaiian shirt  grabs Mira and drags her up onto the stage.

MIRA
I--I really don't want to be up here.

RALLY LEADER
You'll be fine! Besides we all are
here for the same reason, right? We
all think that Vampires should be
forced out of the city.

MIRA
Uh.

Mira looks for Avery in the crowd, he has now been absorbed
into the crowds of people.

RALLY LEADER
What are you a pro-vamp?

MIRA
Would it be bad if I was?

RALLY LEADER
Well, I don't know what the hell
you're doing here.

MIRA
I--Just--I. I was trying to get
through the crowds.

RALLY LEADER
You're a spy aren't you? You're
working for them, trying to find our
weaknesses. Throw her and her
boyfriend out lads!
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The rally leader grabs Mira and throws her off the stage.
She hits the ground with a thud. Avery is ejected from the
crowd landing right next to her.

AVERY
Well that happened.

Mira stands up, she brushes herself down. Her pride is a
little hurt but she pushes on ahead. She leaves Avery with
the crowds.

AVERY (cont'd)
Hey! Would you wait up?

MIRA
Let's just go. I'd rather not waste
anymore time on these kinds of
people.

AVERY
Yeah

beat( )
Those anti-vamps sure are pieces of
work aren't they? But you have to
hand it to them, they're standing up
for what they believe in. Whether
it's right or not is a different
question.

MIRA
You agree with them?

AVERY
What? No, of course not. Did you not
hear what I said. Besides what do you
care? Not like you know what Vampires
go through when they come here.

MIRA
that one stings( )

Maybe not, but I know what it's like
to be bullied, to feel like the whole
world is against me, wanting me to
look and behave one way when that's
just not what I wanted.

AVERY
Mira I-

beat( )
How was I supposed to know that?
You've barely told me anything about
yourself.
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MIRA
Let's just go, we have somewhere we
need to be.

EXT/INT. LONDON - MONSOON STORE - DAY

Mira and Avery arrive on London high street. Mira approaches
a "Monsoon" store and walks through the doors, Avery follows
behind her.

Mira immediately walks over to the tight fit jean, she looks
through various different styles, she eventually settles on
a pair of black jeans with flares going down the sides.

MIRA
What do you think of these?

AVERY
Oh, yeah those look good.

MIRA
Now I need to find a new shirt and
some underwear. Don't worry I don't
need you for that.

AVERY
If I wanted to help you there, that'd
be creepy anyway.

Mira laughs and wanders over to the shirts, she picks out a
plain short sleeved pink shirt.

Mira walks over to the underwear isle and picks out a pack
of pants and bras that are her size.

MIRA
I'm just gonna see if all this fits.
I'll be back in a minute. Try not to
look too out of place.

A FEMALE WORKER looks over at Mira with a suspicious eye.
She walks over to her co-worker and points out Mira, they
both nod at each-other and walk over to Mira.

FEMALE WORKER
I recongnise you.

MIRA
You do? Where from?
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FEMALE WORKER
Weren't you that girl who was running
away from the police yesterday?

MIRA
You must be mistaken ma'am, I was
with my friend over here all day
yesterday.

Mira waves Avery over to her.

MIRA (cont'd)
Isn't that right?

AVERY
Isn't what right?

MIRA
face palms( )

I was with you all day yesterday
wasn't I?

AVERY
Yep, all day yesterday from midnight
to midnight.

The two workers give Avery a distrustful look as they walk
away from him.

MIRA
Thanks for that.

AVERY
Stands to reason I should at least
help you out until you can prove if
you're innocent or not. 

MIRA
Here's hoping that no one else
recognises me.

AVERY
Were there many people around the
area yesterday?

MIRA
I have no idea. I was walking home
from work when it happened yesterday.

AVERY
Hmm, alright.
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Avery watches on as Mira cautiously vanishes into the
changing rooms.

Avery zones out for a moment and accidentally walks into a
worker who is as she puts out the new stock.

FEMALE WORKER
Hey, watch it!

AVERY
Oh, I'm so sorry Ma'am.

Avery bends down to help her clean up the mess of clothes on
the floor.

FEMALE WORKER
It's alright, just watch where you're
going next time.

AVERY
Yeah, my bad I just zoned out for a
moment. I'm just waiting on a friend
in the changing room.

The worker shakes her head and continues to put out the
fresh sets of clothes on the shelves and hangers.

Avery turns back to the changing rooms, he sees Mira who is
laughing hysterically at him.

MIRA
What was that all about?

AVERY
Oh that? I wasn't looking where I was
going. Accidentally bumped into the
lady.

MIRA
How do you manage to do that?

AVERY
It was an accident, anyway did the
clothes fit alright?

MIRA
Yep. Now let's go and pay for these.

Avery pulls out his card to give to Mira, she refuses it and
pulls out her own card.
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MIRA (cont'd)
I did have a job before I met you,
don't worry about paying for this. I
got it.

AVERY
Sorry just a habit. 

MIRA
smiles( )

Its okay.

Mira walks over to the self check out, she scans her items
and places them in the bagging area.

Mira swipes her card and places the clothes in a bag, she
then walks out of the store with Avery.

AVERY
Let's get back to base so we can
figure out what are next move is.

MIRA
laughs( )

I'm sorry, did you just refer to your
house as a "base"?

AVERY
Well it sort of is our base of
operations for figuring out what is
going on.

Mira shakes her head in disappointment and walks on ahead of
Avery, he runs behind he as he tries to keep up.

EXT/INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - LATER

Mira and Avery arrive outside Avery's house, he pulls his
keys out of his pocket and unlocks the door.

Mira walks in and places her bag on the sofa, she sits down
next to it.

Avery follows her in and sits in the chair opposite her.

MIRA
So once I get changed, the plan is to
go back to the scene of the crime and
see if we can find anything that may
tell us who framed me.
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AVERY
I don't think a fresh set of clothing
is going to be enough to hide you
from the officers.

MIRA
Which is why you're going to run a
distraction for me so I can get a
closer look at what happened.

AVERY
I'm gonna do what now?

MIRA
You're gonna distract them for me.

AVERY
And how am I going to do that?

MIRA
smiles( )

I don't know. But I'm sure you'll
think of something. 

AVERY
Don't you play that game with me,
I've seen that look before. The sweet
"do this for me please" smile.

MIRA
Psh, I don't know what you're talking
about.

AVERY
sighs( )

I'm going to get arrested doing
this...

MIRA
I'll be quick I promise.

AVERY
What exactly are you looking for at
the crime scene anyway?

MIRA
Just anything that might point me in
the right direction as to who might
have framed me.

AVERY
What if you don't find anything?
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MIRA
Then we're back to square one and
we'll have to figure something else
out, but I'm pretty confident we'll
find something.

AVERY
nods( )

Well while you get changed I'll get a
few things ready down here.

MIRA
Alright, see you in a minute.

Mira walks up the stairs and disappears into Avery's room to
get changed.

Meanwhile Avery sits on the sofa, he scrolls through various
different news reports about the attack. None of them give a
description of Mira.

AVERY
Phew...

Mira comes down the stairs in her new outfit. 

MIRA
Ready to go?

AVERY
Ready as I'll ever be.

They both walk out of the house. Avery locks the door behind
them.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - SCENE OF THE CRIME - DAY

Mira and Avery arrive at the scene of the crime. Police tape
sections off various different points of the street. The
alleyway is heavily guarded by Police.

MIRA
You know what to do, just wait for me
to get out of sight.

AVERY
nods( )

Yep, just try and get myself arrested
for wasting Police time. Don't you
worry. I got this.
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Mira laughs, she ducks underneath the police tap and walks
onto the street. Once out of Avery's sight Mira transforms
into her bat-form and flies onto the scene of the crime.

Meanwhile Avery lets out a loud scream, this attracts the
Officers. They run over to him.

POLICE OFFICER
Is everything alright, sir?

AVERY
N-No, I think I saw a Vampire down
there.

He points down the alleyway in front of him.

POLICE OFFICER
What is it with these freaks and
alleyways, all those powers and it
seems like they're scared to fight us
in the open.

AVERY
shrugs( )

Guess they like having an advantage.
I mean it is smart.

The Police Officers walk down the alleyway, Avery quickly
glances back down the street Mira went down.

AVERY (cont'd)

Come on girl, we need to do this
quickly.

Mira arrives on the scene of the crime, she turns back into
her humanoid form as she analyses the crime scene. She spots
the crimson red blood that coats the wall.

MIRA
That pretty much gives me all the
information that I need.

Mira moves closer to the blood and smells the wall, she
recognises the scent of the blood.

MIRA (cont'd)
It was a Vampire that did this. That
narrows the list of suspects down a
lot.
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Mira transforms back into her bat form and flies out of the
alleyway. She lands in the street turning back into her
humanoid form.

The Police Officers walk out of the alleyway as Mira arrives
to meet Avery.

POLICE OFFICER
There isn't anything down there

he notices Mira( )
Wait who is this?

AVERY
Oh her? She's uh my girlfriend. I was
meeting her here for--

MIRA
A DATE! We were about to go out on a
date.

POLICE OFFICER
shakes his head( )

Kids, never know the difference
between a dangerous crime scene and a
fun night out.

The Police Officer walks away from them and heads back to
the scene of the crime to stand guard.

AVERY
Did you find what you needed?

MIRA
They seemed to have the crime scene
cleaned up pretty thoroughly but I do
have an idea of who might have done
it.

AVERY
sarcastically( )

Don't tell me, you're involved in
some kind of rivalry...

MIRA
Well, not quite to that level but
there was this one person who wanted
to hurt me and my sister and make
sure we behaved a certain way.

AVERY
...Why are you only just telling me
this now?
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MIRA
I couldn't be sure until I had seen
the crime scene, if it wasn't the
case it would have made me look even
worse.

AVERY
I guess that's true. Well what do we
do now?

MIRA
For now you head back home. I've got
to meet up with a friend about
something.

AVERY
C'mon Mira, I thought we were getting
past being vague about what's going
on. 

MIRA
Sorry. I'm going to meet up with my
sister to talk about what I just
found, see if she can help at all
with the situation.

AVERY
Why can't I be involved in that
conversation?

MIRA
There are some things about me that
I'd like to stay between me and my
sister. Don't worry if anything comes
out about what we're investigating,
I'll tell you right away.

AVERY
Well, I guess I'll see you later
then?

MIRA
Don't worry, I'll be back by
nightfall.

AVERY
jokes( )

No later than 12pm, you hear me?

MIRA
salutes( )

You got it boss.
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Avery and Mira split up, both going in opposite directions.
Mira pulls out her phone.

MIRA (TEXT)
Need to talk. Meet in the usual
place?

AMBER (TEXT)
Everything okay?

MIRA (TEXT)
I'll explain when we meet up. See you
soon xx.

Mira walks toward the cafe to meet up with Amber, on her way
she comes across an "anti-vamp" protest flyer. Mira goes to
tear it down from the lamp post when she is interrupted.

STRANGER
You going to that protest? Heard
there's going to be a lot of people
there.

Mira turns around, what greets her is ELIJAH a tall, buff
man (mid 30s), he's wearing the green army camo outfit, with
black boots, several scars litter his face. Battle scars.

MIRA
Who are you?

ELIJAH
The names Elijah, I was just on my
way to that protest now as a matter
of fact. You know how it is got to do
your duty as a citizen to keep the
vermin out.

MIRA
Don't you think they deserve the
benefit of the doubt? I mean surely
not every Vampire out there is evil,
right?

ELIJAH
I'm afraid I'm going to have to beg
to differ Ma'am the scarring on my
neck says otherwise. All these scars
are vamps that I put into the grave.

MIRA
You kill them for a living?
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ELIJAH
Just as a way to defend myself, got a
family to take care of can't go
kicking the bucket before I get to
raise my kids properly.

MIRA
I suppose so yeah, have you ever
tried to talk to a Vampire before?
You know get to know them?

ELIJAH
I can't say that I have ever had the
chance too no, most of those bastards
just try to put me in an early grave.

MIRA
I'm sorry to hear that, for your kids
sake I hope you don't have to fight
anymore.

ELIJAH
You and me both, sista.

MIRA
Well, I better get going now, I was
on my way to meet a friend.

ELIJAH
Alright, I won't hold you up any
longer.

Mira gives Elijah a smile, he's lying, she can sense it. But
she chooses to move on forward to her meeting with Amber.

EXT/INT. LONDON - CAFE - MOMENTS LATER

Mira arrives at the cafe, she sees Amber sat at their usual
spot at the back of the cafe. A cappuccino sits neatly on
the other side of the table to Amber. 

Mira walks over to Amber, she takes the seat opposite her.

MIRA
This for me?

AMBER
The coffee? Yeah it is, figured you
might need it.
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MIRA
You're right about that, just met up
with someone who has some interesting
opinions about us, doesn't matter
though.

AMBER
Sounds like it did, what did he have
to say?

MIRA
Oh you know, the usual. How we are
all the same. Just a bunch of blood-
sucking killers.

AMBER
I'm sorry Mira, but you have to
realise that he isn't that far off
from the truth.

MIRA
You're not wrong.

pause( )
I've just been seeing a lot of what
humanity really thinks of us
recently.

AMBER
Isn't that what you wanted to change?
Make things better for both sides?

MIRA
I did, I really did. Just right now
all I feel like doing is solving this
crime and just leaving it at that.
Humanity can go screw itself.

AMBER
No. I'm not letting you give up on
this. I won't let you abandon this
dream you've been working toward for
months now.

MIRA
It just feels like for every good
person I meet, there is an equal
amount of assholes.

AMBER
That's just life Mira, it's no
different at home.

(MORE)
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You've just got to suck it up and
AMBER (cont'd)

work towards your dream to help out
all the humans and Vampires, who are
worth a damn.

MIRA
You're right, but first I need to
solve this crime and get this target
off my head.

AMBER
Do you know anymore, than the last
time we spoke?

MIRA
I went to the scene of the crime, I
had too. Otherwise I was never going
to get anywhere with this situation.

AMBER
sighs( )

What did you find?

MIRA
I found Vampire blood splattered all
over the wall.

AMBER
So you think it was father who did
it?

MIRA
I can't really think of anyone else
who would go to these extremes to
expose who I am.

AMBER
He has been really angry with you, he
thinks that you're the only true heir
to the throne, he

beat( )
He told me that I wasn't a "true
Vampire"

MIRA
And he thinks I am? How senile has he
gone?

AMBER
I think not being able to find where
you went has driven him insane.
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MIRA
Amber, I'm sorry

beat( )
I'm sorry if he's said anything else
bad to you because of me. This isn't
what I wanted to happen.

AMBER
I know sis, I know you were just
doing what's best for you.

MIRA
Thank you for understanding--

A sonic boom shatters the front windows of the cafe and all
the windows in the nearby area. Everyone in the cafe all run
out of the cafe, as they run for their lives scared.

Mira and Amber slowly walk out to the front of the cafe to
see a Vampire with their hood up, in their arms they have a
woman ready to be bitten.

Her child pushes through the crowds of people that have
formed.

CHILD
Mummy! No stay away from my mummy!

VAMPIRE
I want this to be seen across the
city, on all of your so called news
stations. This is what happens when
you report on the murders, this is
what happens when you investigate me.

The Vampire takes their hood down, they look exactly like
Mira. The real Mira gasps when she sees the Vampire, she
quickly puts her hood up.

CHILD
in tears( )

Please don't hurt my mommy.

FAKE MIRA
I'm sorry child, but it has to be
done. A point needs to be made.

The fake Mira bites down on the woman's neck as her screams
echo through the streets of London.

Moments later her corpse is lifeless and comparable to a
shriveled up prune, her skin is completely colourless,
wrinkles have formed all over her body.
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Fake Mira discards the body to the side as the child runs
over and tries to cradle his dead mother, he tries
desperately to wake up.

FAKE MIRA
This child won't be the only child to
lose their parents if you people
don't stop investigating me.

Amber turns to the real Mira, she pushes her out of the
crowds.

AMBER
Go! Get out of here before the police
arrive. You being here is exactly
what he wants. Don't let him see
where you go.

Mira nods and sprints away from the crowds of people.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

Mira sprints through the streets of London, she doesn't look
back toward the crowds of people.

Two CHILDREN a small boy with blonde hair and freckles and a
girl that looks slightly older than the boy with round
glasses and a defensive demeanor sit on the side of the
road, alone.

Everybody that walks past them ignores them. Mira notices
them and walks over to him.

MIRA
Hey, where are your parents?

The Boy, who seems to be the younger of the two jumps behind
his older sister. He peeks out from behind her.

MIRA (cont'd)
reassuring( )

It's alright, I'm not going to hurt
you. Promise. What are your names?

Mira kneels down in front of them. The boy whimpers behind
his sister.

CHARLIE
My name is Charlie.
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SARAH
My name is Sarah, sorry about him. He
doesn't take well to strangers.

MIRA
It's okay, why are you two out here
on your own anyway? Shouldn't you be
with your parents?

SARAH
wells up( )

That's just it Ms -- Our parents --
They-- Well they died--They were
killed by the murderer that's going
around town.

This stuns into silence for a few moments. 

MIRA
I'm sorry -- haven't the police tried
to take care of you?

CHARLIE
They did but--

MIRA
But what?

SARAH
We ran away, they weren't interested
in finding us a home. They just
wanted to use us for evidence. It was
scary.

MIRA
You shouldn't have had to go through
that. I don't know what they were
expecting to find out of two kids.

Both children shrug their shoulders. CHARLIE comes out from
behind his sisters back.

SARAH
I don't know -- they kept asking us
questions about the person who killed
them, which upset Charlie. So we ran
away from them.

MIRA
That must've been really scary for
you two, especially so young. But I'm
sure they were only trying to help
find the person who killed your--
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CHARLIE
She's on their side!

MIRA
What? No. I'm not on anyone's side
here, apart from the side of wanting
to help you guys.

CHARLIE
If you wanted to help us then why are
you saying we should help those pigs!

MIRA
Because being with them is probably
the safest place you can be right
now. Don't you think it's a little
silly to be out on the streets on
your own, who knows where the person
who killed them is? Do you even know
what they look like? They could be
anyone.

SARAH
The police said that they don't have
a good enough description of what the
killer looks like right now--

CHARLIE
I think their lying!

SARAH
Why would they lie Charlie?

Charlie shrugs.

CHARLIE
I dunno you're older than me,
shouldn't you know these things?

SARAH
That's not--

MIRA
Don't you think its best that you
stick with them until they figure
things out?

SARAH
Yeah

pause( )
You're right.
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CHARLIE
You're not seriously agreeing with
her are you?

SARAH
Charlie, she's right. If we stay out
here then we're more likely to be
found by the killer.

CHARLIE
It was your idea to come out here
anyway! Are you trying to get me
killed or something?

SARAH
whimpers( )

N-No, I just I wanted too--

MIRA
I'm sure your sister was trying to
protect you, after all the police
were overwhelming you, right?

CHARLIE
I guess that's true. I'm sorry sis.

SARAH
Come on Charlie, we should go back to
the police. Sorry for wasting your
time, miss.

MIRA
It's alright. I just saw two sad
children and wanted to help. You want
me to walk you back to them?

CHARLIE
Would you?

MIRA
Of course I will.

Mira holds out her hand, the children take her hand. Mira
walks them back to the crowds of people, who still haven't
dispersed.

MIRA (cont'd)
This is as far as I can go, sorry
kids.
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SARAH
smiles( )

It's alright, thank you for your
help.

Mira watches children run over and reunite with the police.
Mira notices that the POLICE have someone in their custody.
She lets out a sigh of relief.

MIRA
mutters( )

Guess It's over now, have fun rotting
in prison, father.

As Mira turns away from the crowds the POLICE OFFICER that
is keeping the crowds back spots Mira as she walks away.

POLICE OFFICER
Hey, you wait a minute.

Mira's eyes widen as she picks up the pace that she is
walking at. The police officer chases after her.

POLICE OFFICER (cont'd)
into his radio( )

Got another potential suspect, I'm
pursuing her now.

Mira sharply turns the corner of the street, as the Police
Officer chases her. He catches up with her, leaps toward her
and grabs her in a bear hug.

Mira's eyes glow as she stares into the Officers eyes, his
eyes then match hers as he lets go of her.

Crowds of people watch on confused. Mira stands up and dusts
herself down, she offers the officer a hand up too.

POLICE OFFICER (cont'd)
Sorry about that, I thought you were
someone related to the case I'm
working on.

MIRA
Oh, its okay. Accidents happen. I'll
be on my way now, Officer.

The Officer nods and walks back OFFICER PETERS (Early 30s),
he looks like someone who thinks they have more power than
they actually do.

POLICE PETERS
What was that about?
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POLICE OFFICER
Thought I saw someone who looked like
the suspect.

The fake Mira's eyes widen as she overhears them.

POLICE PETERS
That can't be possible.

POLICE OFFICER
It wasn't. I was wrong, gave some
poor woman a scare.

POLICE PETERS
You can't make mistakes like that,
otherwise the Chief will have to
demote you. I won't say anything this
time, but don't do it again.

The officer nods.

FLASHBACK - EXT. LONDON - STREETS - DAY

Amber watches Mira run into the distance, once she sees that
Mira is safe she turns her attention back to where the Fake
Mira was. She's gone without a trace, the police look around
for their suspect without any luck.

AMBER
sighs( )

There's only way to to finish this.

Amber transforms into Mira, she walks over to the police
with her hands held high in the air.

AMBER (cont'd)
I surrender officers, take me in.

POLICE PETERS
What kind of sick trick is this?

AMBER
No trick. I'm giving myself up, I'm
ready to answer for my crimes.

The police approach Amber cautiously, they slowly surround
her like a pack of wolves. Officer Peters behind puts her in
cuffs and the one in front restrains her mouth with a gag.

POLICE PETERS
Safety precaution, can't have you
biting us.
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Amber shrugs, unable to to talk. The officers slowly escort
her over to the a police car and sit her inside the car.

EXT. LONDON - ROADS - DAY

The Police car with sirens on speeds down the roads to the
police station.

INT./EXT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - DAY

Mira arrives at Avery's house, she knocks on the door and
waits for him to answer it. She can hear things crashing
around inside the house.

MIRA
You okay in there?

AVERY
Yeah I'm fine just give me a minute!

MIRA
Sounds like you're having one hell of
a time in there.

Moments later Avery opens the door, he has an oven apron on
with a tall chefs hat placed on his head.

AVERY
So I was just uh, doing something.

MIRA
puzzled( )

Either you have a strange fetish that
I've just discovered or you've been
cooking. I'm really hoping its the
later. 

AVERY
I--Uhhh. I might have been cooking,
well I mean it's definitely not the
first thing.

laughs( )
Cause that would be weird, right?

MIRA
Considering we aren't a thing yet?
Very

AVERY
Oh-ho-ho yet? Hm, is there something
you aren't telling me Ma'am?
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Mira blushes, then rolls her eyes and pushes Avery to the
side.

MIRA
What have you been cooking?

AVERY
No, we don't get to drop that topic
just like that, c'mon let's finish
it.

MIRA
How about you we finish the mess that
we are in at the moment with the
police and then we can talk about you
getting in my pants.

AVERY
So it's an option on the table.

MIRA
Will you shut up about this! I'm
hungry and stressed, I just want to
relax before I have to go back out
there and finish clearing my name.

AVERY
Wait -- They caught the person that
framed you?

MIRA
I saw the police taking someone away
at the scene of the last attack, so
I'm guessing so. But until an
official statement is made I don't
want to assume we're in the clear.

AVERY
he understands( )

Well, if you want something warm and
delicious, I have just the thing
waiting for you in the dining area.

MIRA
After what I just went through that
sounds perfect.

Mira embraces Avery in a hug, he stands with his arms spread
out in shock for a moment, but eventually hugs her back.
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AVERY
smiles( )

You're gonna love this, it's my
special dish.

MIRA
Don't build yourself up too much,
only way from there is down.

Avery moves aside to allow Mira to walk into the living
room. Mira makes herself comfortable on the sofa, as Avery
dashes into the kitchen.

AVERY
You stay right there the food should
be ready soon. Put the TV on or
something.

Mira chuckles, she reaches for the remote and puts the TV
on, it's a BBC news report on the recent attack and arrest
of the serial killer.

NEWS REPORTER
BREAKING NEWS. We've just received a
report from the Metropolitan Police
that the serial killer that has been
terorrising the streets of London the
past few days has indeed been brought
into custody, however they have
refused to reveal the killers
identity at this stage. More to come
on this report as it unfolds.

MIRA
shouts to Avery( )

I was right they did capture the
killer.

AVERY
Have they said who it was yet?

MIRA
No they're refusing to give out a
name yet. They won't say anything
about it until he's properly
convicted.

AVERY
Yeah that makes sense, protect their
identity. Even if I don't agree with
it.
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MIRA
What do you mean?

AVERY
If they've killed that many people,
they deserved to be named and shamed.
They're a scumbag who deserves
everything they get.

MIRA
That may be true, but remember they
also have a family. Who are innocent,
what do you think would happen to
them if the public found out they
were related to the killer?

AVERY
Yeah you're right

beat( )
I just, thought you'd want their name
to be out their after everything that
they did to you?

MIRA
I want them to get what they deserve,
in whatever form that may take. If
it's life in prison then so be it.

AVERY
If I were you I would have pushed for
more, I mean they tried to frame an
innocent woman for some horrific
crimes. How sick do you have to be to
do that?

MIRA
Very very sick. The only reason why I
want to know who they are is to find
out why they did it and what they
have against me.

AVERY
You could have just been caught in
the crossfire of some feud, we don't
really know until the official
reports come out.

MIRA
Yeah, you're right. How's the food
coming along?

AVERY
Your banquet awaits, M'lady.
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Mira walks over to the dinner table and takes her seat, she
laughs at his chivalry.

Her plate is filled to the brim with a red, juicy lasagna
that is cooked to perfection. Garlic bread and white wine
accompanies the lasagna.

MIRA
Wow, this looks amazing.

AVERY
smiles( )

Thank you.

Mira tucks into the Lasagna, she eats it very gracefully one
fork full at a time.

MIRA
Wow, this is really good. 

AVERY
You damn right it is, so do you know
what you're going to do next?

MIRA
Well, once they confirm that it
wasn't me who committed the crimes,
then I have a job that I need to get
back too.

AVERY
I'd give it a few days before doing
that, you never know what weirdos
might be lurking around.

MIRA
Don't worry I can handle myself
against the creeps of the city, I
have done for a while now. I was
thinking maybe we could well meet up
from time to time you know? Maybe
watch a movie or get something to eat
together.

AVERY
Wait a minute, are you asking me out
on a date?
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MIRA
confused( )

What? No just as friends. I mean we
just met each other a few days ago,
there's no way we could have feelings
like that for each other by now,
right?

AVERY
smirks( )

Well, after what you said earlier. I
just thought that -- Maybe?

MIRA
That was a joke, but who knows, if
the movie goes well then -- Maybe

Mira winks.

AVERY
Now things are starting to get a
little spicy.

MIRA
Calm down there boy, we still got a
lot to do before we get there.

AVERY
I'm willing to wait. Besides helping
you clear you name is waay more
important than -- well, what you were
suggesting we might do.

Mira laughs, she finishes eating her food and walks over to
the sink.

MIRA
Before we go any further, I just
wanted to say thank you. Thank you
for everything that you have done for
me, I was a stranger in your house
and you've helped me back to my feet
and done way more than any person
should have to do.

AVERY
Oh it's the least I could have done.
Couldn't let a nice lady like you go
down for crimes that you never
committed.
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MIRA
smiles( )

I'm just going to go grab my clothes
from a couple nights ago.

AVERY
Aw damn, just when I thought I could
show my creepy side and keep them.

Mira laughs at him, she shakes her head and walks upstairs
to grab a her clothes.

INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - AVERY'S ROOMS - SAME

While she picks up her clothes she quickly glances through
the window and sees a cloud of bats fly back.

MIRA
sighs( )

This isn't over. I should have known.

She finishes gathering her clothes together and walks back
down to Avery who has just finished his cook and is now
washing up the dishes.

MIRA (cont'd)
Hey you don't have a bag I can put
all this in do you?

AVERY
Oh yeah, their should be a carrier
bag over in the cupboard next to the
oven.

Mira grabs a bag out from the cupboard and places her
clothes in the bag.

MIRA
Are you upset with me? You don't seem
as enthusiastic as you were earlier.

AVERY
I'm just a little sad to see you go
is all, I was really enjoying having
you around and now you're leaving so
soon.

MIRA
We'll see each other again.
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AVERY
Yeah but not like this, I don't know
I just enjoyed having the company
around the house. Saved me from the
feeling of loneliness.

MIRA
I can stick around for a little while
longer and watch some TV with you if
you want?

AVERY
smiles( )

I'd like that.

Mira and Avery walk over to the sofa and sit down together.
Avery turns on the TV they sit together watching TV.

EXT. LONDON - ROADS - DAY

Police car with sirens on speeds down the road.

EXT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - DAY

The police car arrives outside station, the officers
carefully get Amber out of the car. They keep their distance
as much as they can.

AMBER
gagged( )

I'm not gonna bite

OFFICER PETERS
Silence scum, you're lucky we didn't
just shoot you on the spot.

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - MOMENTS LATER

Officer Peters walks Amber through the front office of the
station. Several officers are on all at their desks. While
other Officers take prisoners to the detainment room.

THE CHIEF OF POLICE (Mid 40s) a very well built brute of a
man sits at the back of the station in his office watching
over everyone as they do their job.

They arrive at the holding cells and throw Amber into the
cell, she trips as she is pushed into the cell. The officers
laugh at her as they close the door behind her, locking it.
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The officer that arrested Amber walks into the chief's
office, who is currently tucking into his third doughnut of
the day, signified by the empty box next to him on the desk.

OFFICER PETERS
Sir, what do we do with her? We don't
have protocol for when we bring in a
vamp.

CHIEF OF POLICE
his smile turns into(
hysteric laughter)

Exactly, officer. Exactly.

OFFICER PETERS
You mean that?--

CHIEF OF POLICE
You're free to do whatever you want
with her?

smiles( )
Yes.

OFFICER PETERS
What if her friends come looking for
her? She can't be the only vamp in
the city, right?

CHIEF OF POLICE
Who knows, she could well be. She
gave herself up easily enough.

OFFICER PETERS
We were all wondering about that,
what if we've fallen for some kind of
trick or trap?

CHIEF OF POLICE
A trap where she lets you gag her and
take her in without resistance?
There's no way for her to contact her
kind with that gag on.

OFFICER PETERS
smiles( )

Well, I'll go have some fun with our
newest capture then.

CHIEF OF POLICE
Don't have too much fun officer.

OFFICER PETERS
Don't you worry, I'll try not too.
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Officer Peters walks out with a gleeful look on his face,
the kind of look you see when a parent gives a child a new
toy for Christmas

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - DETAINMENT
ROOM - SAME

Officer Peters walks into the detainment room. The room is
lined with cells all along the walls of the room.

An old wooden desk sits in the far corner of the room,
acting as the on duty officers work space.

OFFICER PETERS

Boys, we can do whatever we want with
her, the chief said so.

The Officers close in on Amber cage as if they're a pack of
wild hyena's about to pounce of their pray. Amber backs up
against the wall.

OFFICER CLARK
Aw, what's wrong little Vampire, not
so scary without your big teeth are
you?

Instinctually Amber slices through the hand cuffs with her
retractable claws. She then sits on the floor of the cage
with her legs crossed and a smile on her face.

OFFICER PETERS
Why is she smiling? I don't like that
she's smiling.

OFFICER CLARK
Mind games, Peters. Mind Games. She's
trying to gain some kind of power
within this situation by making us
scared of her.

OFFICER PETERS

B-but what if she isn't? What if she
is planning something?

OFFICER CLARK

What could she possibly be planning
from inside a cell?
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OFFICER PETERS
I don't know how these creatures
think!

AMBER
Are you two boys going to talk to me?
Or are you going to stand over there
thinking that I'm going to hurt you?

OFFICER CLARK
There's no way that you could hurt us
from inside that cell anyway. My
colleague is just being paranoid.

OFFICER PETERS
Rather be paranoid than dead.

AMBER
Oh please, stop being a big baby. Why
would I hurt you? Think about it,
that would just make things worse for
me wouldn't it?

OFFICER PETERS
Oh yeah. Good point.

Officer Clark face palms.

OFFICER DAVIES (Early 40s) has battle scars across his face
and hands, runs into the detainment room.

OFFICER DAVIES
Is everything alright in here? Heard
we caught a Vampire?

OFFICER CLARK
Who sent you in here? This is a
private interrogation.

Officer Davies walks over to Clark and Peters, his eyes glow
a bright red. Both Clark and Peters eyes then glow the same
colour.

OFFICER CLARK (cont'd)
Ah, Officer Davies. Sorry I forgot
that you were in on this
interrogation too.
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OFFICER DAVIES
It's alright. Easily done. If you
don't mind I'd like some time alone
with the prisoner. I believe I can
get some vital information out of
her.

OFFICER CLARK
If you think you can do better than
us on your own then by all means, the
stage is yours. Just don't mess up,
otherwise I'll have to report you to
the Chief.

OFFICER DAVIES
I wouldn't worry about me, Clark. My
methods have proven to be

beat( )
Effective all across the city.

Now on his own with Amber, Officer Davies walks over to her
cell, he carefully undoes the lock.

He approaches Amber with caution. Now standing in front of
her, he breaks out into laughter.

OFFICER DAVIES (cont'd)
I knew that you couldn't stay out
here on your own forever. I knew
you'd end up needing your father.

Amber realises who it is, but she also realises that he
doesn't know that she isn't Mira yet. Mordred transforms
back into his normal humanoid form, he undoes Amber gag.

AMBER
How'd you know I was here father?

MORDRED
That little stunt with the woman was
my way of luring you out of hiding.
And you fell for it, like the good
little girl you are.

FLASHBACK - EXT. LONDON - STREETS - EARLIER

Mordred watches on from a rooftop in his bat form as Amber
is arrested by the police officers.
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INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - MOMENTS LATER

MORDRED
I watched on as you were arrested by
those police officers. I have to say,
I wasn't expecting you to go as far
as getting arrested by these humans
to get away from me.

AMBER
bored of his(
gloating)

Are you finished telling me how great
you are?

MORDRED
You always did have that disgusting
trait of answering back. I see that
has only got worse around this vermin
species.

AMBER
keeping up the act( )

They made me a better person, a
stronger person than you ever could.

MORDRED
You were next in line to the throne
all that history, all that heritage
and you threw it all away and for
what? A silly dream?

AMBER
A dream that one day I would be out
of your shadow.

Amber pauses for a moment, she now fully realises why Mira
left all those months ago. Mordred grabs her by the neck, he
pins her against the wall of the cell.

MORDRED
All I ever wanted was a son to
continue on my legacy but your mother
couldn't even manage that, she had to
give me two pathetic girls who are
molded in her image. I've never seen
any of Me in either of you. My only
hope was for you to inherit my throne
but then I find out you didn't even
want that, all those years of
training. WASTED and how do you repay
me?

(MORE)
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You run away without a second
MORDRED (cont'd)

thought, you leave all your friends
and family in the dust! When I look
at you now I don't even see my own
daughter, I see a vermin cross breed.
When we get back you'll spend the
rest of your days in the dungeon,
reflecting on the mistakes you have
made, that'll teach you to cross ME.

AMBER
in tears( )

I-I'm sorry, father.
now speaking for(
herself)

I'll make it up to you, I swear. I'll
be mold myself in your image. I--

MORDRED
You'll do no such thing, I'll have to
make your sister the next in line to
the throne. At least she knows her
place, at least she will never betray
me. That's what a good daughter is
Mira, someone who will stay by your
side no matter what and be a good
little girl.

AMBER
O--Okay.

Officer Peters wanders into the room, he catches Mordred
before he could transform back into an officer.

The sound of his cup of coffee as it hits the floor echoes
through the room. Mordred snaps around to look at him.

MORDRED
thundering voice( )

GET. OUT!

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - CHIEF OF
POLICE'S OFFICE - DAY

The officer nods and runs straight to the Chief's office. He
arrives in the room out of breath.

OFFICER PETERS
stumbles over his(
words)

Sir, officer Davies -- is a vamp!--
They can -- turn into us. Any of us!
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CHIEF OF POLICE
Calm down, Peters. What are you
saying?

OFFICER PETERS
He's in the cage with the prisoner.
Another Vampire.

CHIEF OF POLICE
Is he breaking her out?

OFFICER PETERS
No, he has her pinned against the
back of the cell. Strangling her.

CHIEF OF POLICE
smiles( )

It seems we've gotten ourselves into
a little dispute within their ranks.
Keep an eye on them.

OFFICER PETERS
nods( )

But sir, how are we going to contain
them in that room?

CHIEF OF POLICE
Don't you worry about that, I have a
way of keeping them secure.

The Chief presses a button on the keyboard in front of him,
several shots of green lights on the doors to the
containment room turn to red.

OFFICER PETERS
Did you just lock them in there?

CHIEF OF POLICE
Let's see them get out of this cage.

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - DETAINMENT
ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Back on Mordred and Amber. Mordred drops Amber to the
ground.

MORDRED
It seems the vermin are trying to
lock us in here. No matter I can fix
that once I am done with you.
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AMBER
What are you planning? Don't hurt
them! They're just protecting
themselves.

MORDRED
with a sadistic(
smile)

And I can say I was just protecting
my daughter, like the good father I
am.

AMBER
You're fucking sick.

MORDRED
Oh daughter of mine if you are just
realising this now. Then you have so
much to learn. Besides, don't you
remember. I used to lock you in the
dungeon of the house all the time
when you disobeyed me.

AMBER
instinctively(
responds)

No you didn't?

Mordred turns back to her, his smile now resembles that of a
serial killer who's about to kill their next victim.

MORDRED
Oh you don't remember? Every single
time you were a bad little girl, I
chained you up down in that basement
and taught you lessons that you would
never forget.

Amber backs up against the wall, she's never felt more
unsafe with her father and that's saying something.

Mordred closes the gap between them, doing his best to get
in her face as much as possible.

AMBER
S-Stop, you're scaring me.

MORDRED
Oh I'm scaring you now? Just you wait
until we get back home, then I'll
show you what being scared really is.
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INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - CHIEF OF
POLICE'S OFFICE - SAME

OFFICER PETERS
You can't get audio on this feed can
you? I want to hear what they're
saying in there.

The Chief presses a few buttons on the keyboard of his
computer. They can now hear what is being said.

CHIEF OF POLICE
Good idea Peter, we'll get some intel
on what their plans are without them
even knowing that we're watching.

The security camera footage zooms in on Amber and Mordred.

MORDRED
Strange, none of those officers have
come back for us yet.

Amber chooses to stay silent, she's too scared to say
anything.

MORDRED (cont'd)
Don't want to make a comment about
them? No? Thought not.

Mordred walks out of the cell, he examines around the room.
Then turns back to Amber with a smile on his face.

Mordred lets out an ear piercing screech, that echoes out of
the building and through the streets of London.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - DAY

A group of Vampires perch on the edge of a building that
overlooks the police station, upon hearing the screech the
tallest, strongest looking Vampire stands in front of the
rest of them. The VAMPIRE COMMANDER of Mordred's army.

VAMPIRE COMMANDER
All right my fellow vampires, it's
show time. Lets show these pathetic
humans who the real dominant species
are.

The Vampires dive off the building, they all turn into their
bat forms. They create a cloud of bats flying down through
the open windows of the police station.
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INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - FRONT ROOMS -
DAY

All the Vampires perch on an officers shoulder, then in
unison they all turn back into their humanoid forms.

The Vampires sink their fangs into the officers, the screams
of the dying and the scared officers are heard in both the
detainment room and in the chiefs office.

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - DETAINMENT
ROOM - SAME

Amber looks around the room in panic as shadows press up
against the glass of the detainment room.

AMBER
What was that?! What did you do?

MORDRED
I took out the people standing in the
way of you coming back with us.

Mordred walks back into the cell, he grabs Amber's arm and
drags her out of the cell.

AMBER
resisting( )

You killed them didn't you?! Like you
kill everyone else who has a
different opinion to you.

MORDRED
It's about time that the humans learn
who the true dominant species on this
planet are.

AMBER
You're doing all this because I ran
away from you? Don't you think this
is a bit excessive? You have me, now
leave them alone!

MORDRED
Oh daughter, my sweet daughter. This
is about much more than you now.
These degenerate vermin took my
daughter away from me and now they
must pay. In Blood.
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INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - CHIEF OF
POLICE'S OFFICE - SAME

There is a light knock at the door, both the Chief an
Officer Peters look at each other. Both as scared as the
other, neither of them want to open the door.

The Vampires on the other-side of the door all back off for
a moment, the Commander nods at one of the smaller runts.

VAMPIRE COMMANDER
You, turn into one of those officers.
We need to lure them out of hiding to
get Lord Mordred out of that room.

The smaller VAMPIRE nods, he picks the dead Officer Clark
and transforms into him. He walks over to the door and
knocks on it again.

VAMPIRE OFFICER CLARK
Sir, it's safe to come out now. We've
killed all of the attackers.

OFFICER PETERS
shakes his head( )

Don't trust it, they're trying to get
us to come out.

CHIEF OF POLICE
Oh please, we have more than enough
equipment in this building to deal
with a few pesky Vampires.

The Chief walks over to the door to his office, he opens the
door to see Officer Clark who has long sharp fangs that
stick out of his mouth.

VAMPIRE OFFICER CLARK
You stupid bastard.

Vampire Clark jumps on top of the Chief of Police as Officer
Peter's dives under the desk, hiding away.

All Officer Peters hears is the blood curdling screams and
the sound of his boss' life force slowly fading away.

Vampire Clark stands up from the now dead Chief of Police,
he walks over to the computer and smashes it causing the
doors to unlock to the detainment room.

Vampire Clark and the Commander walk out of the office, they
see Mordred walk out of the detainment room. He drags Amber
who is still disguised as Mira along with him.
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VAMPIRE COMMANDER
You found the princess?

MORDRED
Yes I did, now let's get this traitor
back to the mansion before we begin
our assault, can't have her getting
involved.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

Mordred and his Vampires exit out onto the streets of
London. Mordred looks down at Amber with a smirk on his
face, as she slowly transforms back into her normal form.

MORDRED
A deception. Now that's more like a
daughter of mine. No matter, you will
tell me where your sister is.

AMBER
spits at Mordred( )

Never. I'll always protect her.

MORDRED
laughs( )

Protect her? You can't even protect
yourself, dear. What makes you think
you can keep her safe.

AMBER
You'll never find her, she's long
gone by now. I sent her away, far
away. So your dirty claws could never
touch her again.

MORDRED
Hm, you're smarter than I gave you
credit it for.

Mordred turns to his Commander.

MORDRED (cont'd)
Send out scouts, find the princess by
nightfall.

VAMPIRE COMMANDER
You got it sir, we'll find her.

Amber bursts out in laughter.
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MORDRED
Something funny?

AMBER
It's funny that you think you'll find
her. Search all you want you're not
going to find anything.

The Vampire Commander flies out with his cloud of Vampires
in their bat form. As Mordred is left alone with Amber. He
offers her a hand up.

MORDRED
Come on we have somewhere to be.

Amber refuses his hand, electing to get up herself.

AMBER
I thought you were taking me back to
the mansion?

MORDRED
Not anymore, I have much much bigger
plans for you daughter.

FADE TO BLACK

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - CHIEF OF
POLICE'S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Officer Clark gasps for air after the attack takes a quick
peak above the desk.

He doesn't see anyone, he stands up and rifles through the
drawers until he finds a number that is written on a scrap
piece of paper.

Clark phones the number, a deep yet familiar male voice
answers the phone. It's ELIJAH.

ELIJAH
Hello? Who's calling?

OFFICER CLARK
I-It's Officer Clark from the London
Police Department -- We just had a
Vampire attack -- Their -- Their all
dead. I'm the only one left.
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ELIJAH
Calm down Clark, we you know where
the vamps went. Are they still with
you?

OFFICER CLARK
No -- They -- They left -- But I
think they're still within the city.

ELIJAH
I've heard enough, don't worry Clark.
I'll be there with my best men within
the hour. You called the right
people.

INT. AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - HOURS LATER

Avery and Mira sit snuggled together on the couch, as they
watch a comedy show.

When suddenly. BREAKING NEWS appears on the TV screen. Avery
being the only one who is awake shakes Mira to wake her up.

AVERY
You may want to watch this.

NEWS REPORTER
BREAKING NEWS! We've just received
reports that there has been a
breakout at the London City Police
Department, we'll keep you updated in
the next few moments as the report
continues to come in.

MIRA
Huh, what's happening?

AVERY
The person they captured who framed
you has been involved in a break out
at the police department.

Mira shoots to life, she sits up on the sofa. Her eyes widen
in panic. Avery rubs Mira's back trying to comfort her.

AVERY (cont'd)
Hey, it's okay. They'll get them
back, at least they know it's not you
now. Right?
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MIRA
No -- That's not the reason why I
panicked --

NEWS ANCHOR
We've just received reports that the
people or should I say vam--

Before the news anchor could finish her sentence Mira mutes
the TV.

AVERY
frowns( )

What are you doing? We need to listen
to that.

MIRA
Not right now we don't. I need to
tell you something -- Something that
I should have told you from the
moment I met but I've been too scared
too -- Scared how you would react if
you found out.

AVERY
Found out what?

Mira looks down at the ground, she takes a deep breath.
Ready to reveal all to Avery.

MIRA
When you first found me, I was on the
run. But I didn't tell you the whole
story. The truth is that I'm a
Vampire

Mira's eyes glow bright red, her fangs grow out of her
mouth.

MIRA (cont'd)
But more than that I am the daughter
of the vampire lord. I ran away
months ago because I wanted to make a
new legacy helping humans after all
the pain my father had caused them,
but when my father found out where I
was and what I was doing. He framed
me for a series of murders, the
murders that you've been hearing
about all over the news.

AVERY
I--You lied to me?
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MIRA
I was scared how you would react. We
had just met and you thought I was a
murderer...

AVERY
You lead me through this entire
investigation feeding me lies
throughout it. But its more than
that.

beat( )
I don't think you were ever planning
on telling me, if this news report
hadn't have come out. You would have
just kept up the lie.

Mira looks down at the floor, upset.

MIRA
You're right, I had no intention on
telling you. But its because I didn't
want you involved in my fathers
world.

pause( )
He's a horrible person.

AVERY
sighs( )

I still deserved to know, Mira.
Something like this completely
changes everything.

MIRA
How does it change anything? We're
still in the same situation. I'm
still the same person you got to
know.

AVERY
How do I know you're not keeping
anything else from me?

MIRA
Can you blame me? We only met a few
days ago and the large majority of
the human race has some prejudged
prejudice against every Vampire that
exists, they think that we're all
vermin killers that don't deserve a
chance.
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AVERY
Is that how low you think of me? That
I wouldn't have given you the time of
day?

MIRA
sighs losing hope( )

No--It's not like that. The best way
that I can put it is just fear. Just
that. I understand if you want me to
leave and never talk to you again. 

AVERY
Do you really believe what you said,
that you wanted to help humans?

MIRA
With all my heart.

AVERY
sighs( )

We still have a lot to work through
once this is all over, but I suppose
if you had good intentions in
starting this mess...

MIRA
I didn't want any of this. I just
wanted to live my life out of the
public eye, trying my best to help
others.

AVERY
I suppose both of our races have put
each-other through a lot of pain and
if you believe that we deserve a
second chance, it stands to reason
that I should give you another
chance.

beat( )
Just please tell me, are there any
more secrets between us that could
cost me my life?

MIRA
There is something that I found when
we went to the crime scene.

AVERY
What is it?
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MIRA
Well I found crimson red blood
splattered all over the wall. Which
is a sign that a Vampire had been
there a vampire there and being that
my father turned into me, the DNA
that they would have found at the
crime scene would have been mine.

AVERY
So you're saying that when you turn
into other people you copy their DNA?

MIRA
Precisely.

AVERY
So is there anything else that I may
need to know?

MIRA
No, that's it. Everything is out in
the open now.

AVERY
Please.

beat( )
No more surprises. I don't think I
can take anymore.

MIRA
I'm still the same person you've
gotten to know the past few days. I
just have fangs and some claws.

AVERY
And a blood addiction.

MIRA
God no, never.

AVERY
You don't suck blood?

MIRA
No -- I've never fit in within the
Vampire world. Another reason why I
came here.

AVERY
Huh, good to know.
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Avery invites Mira back over to him on the sofa. Mira sits
down with him and snuggles with him.

They unmute the TV and listen to the rest of the news
report, as Avery wipes the tears from Mira's face.

EXT. LONDON - ROADS - HOURS LATER

Several Armored trucks move in on the streets of London,
they all close in on the police station and park outside.

 ELIJAH steps out of the truck at the front of the pack, he
walks through the doors of the police station.

INT. LONDON -  METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - MOMENTS LATER

Elijah and his task force step over the piles of dead police
officer corpses. Elijah looks around for the officer that
called him there.

ELIJAH
Officer? Are you still present?

Officer Clark stumbles out of the former Chief of Police's
office.

OFFICER CLARK
I'm here, still alive. The vampires
are long gone though.

ELIJAH
Don't you worry about that, I have an
easy fix for that.

Elijah turns to the smallest of his task force members,
O'NEIL (20s). his frail build looks out of place within the
group of well built body builder esk men that surround him.

ELIJAH (cont'd)
O'Neil, make sure this man gets some
medical attention.

O'NEIL
nods( )

Yes sir! Officer if you wouldn't mind
following me. We'll get you fixed up.

OFFICER CLARK
But I need to stay with the phones in
case someone calls reporting another
attack.
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ELIJAH
Don't worry Officer, me and my men
can oversee that from here. You just
make sure you're ready to fight, in
case we need you.

Officer Peter's Nods and follows O'Neil into another room
for treatment.

Elijah makes his way into the Chief's office, he sits behind
the desk and picks up the phone he makes a call but before
we hear who he calls

CUT TO

EXT. LONDON - TRAFALGAR SQUARE - DAY

Mordred and Amber in their humanoid forms walk through the
busy Trafalgar Square. Mordred still has the same sadistic
smile on his face.

AMBER
Where you are taking me?

MORDRED
You've heard of live bait before
haven't you? You're going to lure out
your sister from hiding.

AMBER
You know she won't come, so why are
you even bothering?

MORDRED
Because I think that she will. I've
seen the connection that you two
share, it's the same connection that
your mother shared with her sister. A
deep family bond, one that I hoped
you'd form with me, but alas destiny
set us down different paths.

AMBER
If you wanted the connection that we
shared, then maybe you should have
been a better father.
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MORDRED
I was the kind of father that you
needed if either of you even hoped to
survive within the Vampire world!

AMBER
And look how that turned out, Mira
ran away and now you're dragging me
around Like what? Some kind of slave?

MORDRED
You did this to yourself by betraying
your own blood, your sister will get
the same treatment when she comes out
of hiding.

AMBER
You really think that punishing us is
the best course of action to get us
back on your side.

MORDRED
Yes I do. You need to be taught who's
in charge, since it seems that you
and your sister have sorely forgotten
that.

A loud and booming voice sounds through every television,
radio and mobile phone in the area.

CIVILIANS within the area all pull out their phones, they
are met by a "Emergency Broadcast" logo on their screens.

ELIJAH
This is an emergency broadcast for
everyone living within central
London. I'm afraid to confirm that
the attacks that have been occurring
within the city over the past few
days are indeed of Vampire origin.
We, the Vampire Task Force have been
called in to drive the vermin out of
the day, do not panic we will
eradicate the scum of the planet out
of the capitol.

(MORE)
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But we need you, the citizens of
ELIJAH (cont'd)

Central London's help to do this, if
you have seen a Vampire or know
anyone who has seen a Vampire
recently, do not hesitate to call the
London Police Department, that is
where we are situated and we will do
our best to dispatch a team to deal
with the Vampire threat as as soon as
we are able too. Do not panic, we
will get rid of the vermin together.

The emergency broadcast ends  the streets lay silent for a
moment. Then everyone on Trafalgar Square and the
surrounding streets erupt into panic.

Civilians run for their lives, they push and trample over
one another.

Mordred's smile breaks out into full on laughter. Amber
looks on at her father, now more confused than ever.

AMBER
You're fucking insane. How can you
find that funny? Now their all
looking for us.

MORDRED
still trying to(
contain his laughter)

Exactly! Which means that it is going
to be that much easier to find your
sister. It also means that I no
longer have a use for you

pause( )
Well, except as a trophy.

AMBER
A what?

MORDRED
I'm going to keep you as a trophy to
teach the current and future
generations what happens when you try
to cross me.

Mordred leads Amber out of sight of the panicking humans. He
lets out a mighty scream that alerts any Vampire's who are
in the nearby area.

A human boy notices Mordred, he pulls out his phone about
the call the police department.
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A VAMPIRE swoops down, snatches his phone from him and with
a sick smile on his face, the vampire sinks his teeth into
the neck of the boy.

Once he is finished with the boy, the Vampire discards the
boys lifeless corpse to the side and turns his attention to
Mordred.

VAMPIRE
My lord, you summoned me.

MORDRED
Yes, I want you to fetch a cage to
put the former princess in. She needs
to be taught a vital lesson.

VAMPIRE
smiles( )

Of course my lord, I will fetch that
right away. If you don't mind me
asking, what are you plans for her?
And might I be able to be involved
with them?

AMBER
You're both fucking disgusting!

MORDRED
commanding voice( )

SILENCE LITTLE GIRL!

Amber backs down and stands by her father's side quietly.

MORDRED (cont'd)
You may have some involvement, if you
serve me well in the coming battle.

VAMPIRE
I'll be by your side until the day I
die, sir.

The Vampire salutes Mordred. He transforms into his bat form
and flies into the distance. Mordred turns his attention
back to Amber.

MORDRED
You see? That is what a true servant
of the empire will do for their
leader.

AMBER
Be your personal bitch? Sorry, I'm no
bootlicker.
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INT. LONDON - AVERY'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Mira and Avery have just heard the same emergency broadcast.
Mira is now pacing back and fourth across the room. Avery
eventually snaps, he's seen enough.

AVERY
Pacing like that isn't going to solve
the issue that we have, that we have
Vampires who are probably ready for
battle and humans here to fight them,
how the hell are we supposed to stop
both sides from falling into an all
out war?

MIRA
snaps( )

I don't know Avery! I'm sorry but I
don't. This isn't what I wanted to
happen, all I ever wanted was to have
a normal life within the human world
away from Vampires and destiny. But
wherever I go it is constantly
following behind me like some kind of
plague. Right now all I want to do is
run away as fast as I can and hide. I
don't want anything to do with my
father. But there is this niggling
sensation at the bottom of my stomach
that's telling me that I need to
stay, that I need to do something.
But I just don't know what.

AVERY
You can't run away from this, even if
you didn't mean to cause this. This
whole situation is as much your mess
as it is your father's, but I think
you know that. That sensation you
described, that's your fight or
flight, they're currently at war with
each other and whichever wins will
define what kind of person you're
going to be moving forward, cause you
see I don't think that you've been in
a situation like this.

(MORE)
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I know you didn't want the whole
AVERY (cont'd)

princess of the Vampire world shtick
but that doesn't change the fact that
your whole life has been catered
around making decisions a lot easier
for yourself, so this moment right
now will be your defining moment.
What are you doing to do? 

Mira slaps Avery, her emotional state has now taken a
complete nose dive. Her eyes are glowing a bright red, she's
crying and panting in a anger and sadness.

MIRA
How dare you! How are you assume that
just because I was next in line to a
throne that my life was "easy". I
grew up my entire life with the
feeling that I never fit in, that
there was something wrong with me.
Then when I finally do find where I
fit in they rip that away from me
too, so yes you're right. This will
be my defining moment, because you
know what. I am going to fight for my
new home. I'm going to make sure that
both sides know how stupid this
fucking prejudice is. Humans,
Vampires there is no difference
between us and there is no reason why
we can't live together in peace and
harmony.

AVERY
smiles( )

This is good.

MIRA
What? How is this "good"?

AVERY
You need to get all of your emotions
out now before we go and face both
sides, so that we're able to talk to
both sides and come to a truce
without losing control.

MIRA
You were intentionally provoking me?
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AVERY
Sort of, yeah. It's good to let your
emotions out every now and then so
you don't explode like you just did.

MIRA
Thank you? I think?

AVERY
Anytime Mira, any time.

MIRA
It's all well and good you helping me
with my emotions, but that doesn't
change the fact that we still have
two factions that are ready to start
a full on war between the races.

AVERY
I think that is part of the solution.

MIRA
What is?

AVERY
Think about it, we have two sides who
want to go to war, they want to dig
into each other. So why not offer
them exactly what they want, we lure
them both to the same place at the
same time, where we tell one side
that there is a Vampire sighting--

MIRA
And we lure my father with the
promise that I'll go back with him.

AVERY
Exactly, and then we tell them what
you have been doing. What you have
been working on, how you truly
believe that the races should find a
way to create peace.

MIRA
It's risky but I think that might
just work, I just have to not screw
up the peace talks, and hope that my
father is in a particularly good
mood, he can be quite stubborn at
times.
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AVERY
mutters( )

Where have I seen that before?

MIRA
smirks( )

What was that?

AVERY
Oh nothing, I just may have a little
experience with someone I know being
too stubborn for her own good.

MIRA
Oh yeah and who might that be?

AVERY
You could say that she flew into my
life recently.

MIRA
face palms( )

That was bad, that was so bad.

AVERY
Oh come I thought that one was quite
good.

MIRA
We need to focus on the task at hand,
the flirting can come later. Promise.

AVERY
I'll hold you to that one.

MIRA
I bet you will.

switches to a(
serious tone)

Now back to the issue at hand, I
think that talking to my father first
is our best bet. He has a weakness
for me because he's so desperate for
an heir.

AVERY
You're sure after you ran away from
him that he's still going to listen
to you?
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MIRA
My hope is that his want for an heir
is more important to him than
whatever I have done to betray him in
the past.

AVERY
I hope you're right for the sake of
everyone in the cities lives, if
these peace talks go wrong it could
be bad. Very bad.

MIRA
Which is where you come in, I need
you to be able to talk to the task
force when they come in, we need to
be able to show them that Vampires
aren't a threat to them.

AVERY
How am I supposed to do that?

MIRA
Oh I don't know you could talk to
them about how you have been living
with a Vampire for the past few days
and how nothing bad has happened to
you.

AVERY
Oh, right. Yeah people who are
professionally trained to kill your
kind and I'm just supposed to tell
them

in a silly voice( )
"Oh I found a nice one. They must all
be like this." Isn't that how this
whole prejudice thing started in the
first place?

MIRA
Do you have any better ideas? I'm all
ears.

AVERY
No, but there has to be a better way
than this.

MIRA
Why don't I just go and talk to my
father and try to convince him first,
then we'll see how it goes from
there?
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AVERY
That seems a lot more reasonable then
leading two sides who want to fight
together, we're trying to save lives
here not cause more casualties.

MIRA
Then let's get going, time is of the
essence. The more time we spend
planning the more time that the
Vampire Task Force have to plan and
attack.

AVERY
And the more time your father has to
gather more forces.

Mira nods, as they both grab their coats and walk out of the
house.

EXT. LONDON - SCENE OF THE CRIME - NIGHT

Mira and Avery arrive at the scene of the crime, the Police
tape still surrounds the street. Mira takes one last look
around the street as Avery watches on.

AVERY
Are you alright?

MIRA
mentally preparing( )

Just preparing myself for what is
coming

AVERY
You don't have to do this you know,
we can find another way.

MIRA
No, we have to finish this tonight.
If we don't millions of innocent
people could die.

AVERY
Just know that I'm here for you,
okay?

Mira walks over to Avery, she takes his hands and gives him
her gentlest smile.

Avery has a look of concern written across his face, but he
isn't going to stop her.
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MIRA
I know you wanted to be here to help
me convince them, but I think we both
know that if my father saw you with
me he would eviscerate you on the
spot. So if this is my only victory
tonight, please allow me this one and
hide. I don't want to lose you too
tonight.

AVERY
sighs( )

How will you know when the right time
to call the Task Force is?

Mira pulls her phone out of her pocket and waves it at Avery
like a child who just got a new toy.

MIRA
I have a phone too, remember? Now
please get to safety. For me?

AVERY
mutters as he walks(
away)

The things I do for my friends.

Mira smiles as she watches Avery walk away into the
distance, she waits until he's out of sight, she then makes
contact with her father.

Mira lets out an ear piercing whale that echoes through the
streets of London, right back to her father.

EXT. LONDON - TRAFALGAR SQUARE - MOMENTS LATER

Mordred snaps around as soon as he hears the screams, a
sinister smile forms across his face as he motions for his
troops around him to follow.

MORDRED
It seems we're being summoned by the
princess herself.

VAMPIRE
Sir, don't you think this could be a
trap by the humans?

MORDRED
They're not smart enough to pull
something like that off. This is her,
I can sense it.

(MORE)
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Ready the cage for transportation,
MORDRED (cont'd)

and follow closely behind.

The Vampires all salute Mordred, they walk back to the cage.

The creature that is being kept inside the cage is concealed
by the darkness, as they take off flying toward Mira's
cries.

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - MOMENTS LATER

The Vampire Task Force prepare for the battle that is
inevitable, crossbows loaded with stakes are passed around
their ranks.

While the rest of the soldiers suit up in full Kevlar gear.

Elijah walks out of the office with the biggest smile on his
face.

OFFICER CLARK
covering his ears( )

Sir, what an earth is that ungodly
noise?

ELIJAH
That, Officer Clark is the cry of a
Vampire summoning their kind. Someone
is getting ballsy out there.

Elijah points at one of his men, he's tall, well built (30s)
looks like he can beat the shit out of you.

ELIJAH
Johnson, I want you to pin point the
location of those screams, pronto, we
need to know where this last battle
will be taking place. Everyone else
continue to ready up. We're on the
verge of war.

EXT. LONDON - STREETS - NIGHT

Mordred and his forces converge on Mira's location, they
land on the street right in front of her. That same sadistic
smile is plastered on his.

The way Mordred walks toward Mira, with authority gives off
the impression that he thinks he's already won.
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MIRA
Hello father.

beat( )
It's been a while

MORDRED
So you finally decided to stop
playing pretend humans and come home
have you?

MIRA
I have, but there are going to be
conditions on my return.

MORDRED
bursts into laughter( )

You think you have the right to
bargain with me?

MIRA
I think that you care for your legacy
going on for a few more hundred years

MORDRED
sneers( )

Go on.

MIRA
I want you to withdraw all your
forces out of every last human city
and never come back to them, the
humans may have some prejudice
against us and given what we have put
them through the past few centuries,
who can really blame them.

now lying( )
But they have never once made an
active attack of aggression toward
us, I believe that it's time we make
strides to do the same. Maybe it's
time for us to form a peace treaty
with them so that we can all live
together in peace and harmony.

MORDRED
I see your mother's death has
miraculously slipped you mind, have
you forgotten that night?
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MIRA
back peddling( )

That--That was an accident and you
know it was, you need to stop blaming
others for mistakes that they've
made.

MORDRED
I think what I really need to do is
stop blaming myself for a mistake
that happened a long long time ago.

booming voice( )
YOU.

MIRA
You don't mean that, I know you
don't.

MORDRED
That reminds me, have I introduced
you to my newest prisoner and toy?

MIRA
confused( )

What are you talking about?

MORDRED
This little one was caught betraying
her leader and now she's paying the
price.

demanding( )
Bring her out.

A group of three Vampires carry a cube cage out, within the
cage is Amber, who is chained to the bottom of the cage,
crying her eyes out. The look of fear is written across her
face.

MIRA
AMBER! What did you do to her you
monster?!

MORDRED
And there it is, the facade drops.
Your true self revealed. You really
think I'm stupid enough to fool for
the "I want to come home father"
trick?

A drone flies overhead, the camera on the drone zooms in on
the Vampires then promptly flies away. Mordred's sight snaps
up towards the drone.
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MORDRED (cont'd)
A trap? Now that's the daughter I
raised.

MIRA
What? No that isn't me.

MORDRED
Then it seems we're due some
visitors.

INT. LONDON - METROPOLITAN POLICE STATION - MOMENTS LATER

The drone lands back at the police station, as Elijah stands
in front of his men.

ELIJAH
I know that a lot of you may be
scared going into this mission. But I
want you all to know that no matter
what happens tonight, you are all the
bravest men have ever gotten to know.
When we go out there and fight
tonight, we're not just doing it for
ourselves we're doing it for every.
Single. Human that has ever been
tortured or hurt by the vermin race
known as Vampires. Tonight we prove
who truly is the Earth's most
dominant race. Today we prove the
doubters wrong, but most of all today
we will win! Hoo-Rah!

ALL ELIJAH'S MEN
in unison( )

Hoo-Rah!

The Vampire Task Force all walk out of the police station,
armed with their usual AK-47s and Crossbows loaded with
stakes. Elijah takes the lead at the front of the pack as
they all load into armored vehicles. 

EXT. LONDON - ROADS - MOMENTS LATER

Several Armed trucks drive down the streets of London in
formation.
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EXT. LONDON - STREETS - NIGHT

A cloud of bats converge on the rooftops above Mira, like
snipers as they wait for the humans to arrive.

Mira glances around the rooftops, as she realises just how
many Vampires Mordred has brought with him.

MIRA
You don't need to fight them, they're
just scared.

MORDRED
As they should be, but like I told
your pathetic little sister, it's
time the humans learned who the true
dominant species on this planet is.

MIRA
You always did have to resort to
violence to get your points across,
you could never just talk things
through.

MORDRED
Oh Mira, haven't you ever heard that
actions speak louder than words.
Tonight we prove that.

That moment armoured vehicles drive onto the streets they
surround Mira and Mordred, the Vampires on the rooftops stay
watching and waiting to strike.

The trucks come to a stop as Elijah steps out of the truck
in front of Mordred and Mira. He has a smile on his face,
like he has already won.

MIRA
Wait, don't I know you?

ELIJAH
Should've known you were a vamp, the
way you defended vamps like that. It
can only come from someone protecting
their own kind.

MIRA
You don't have to do this, there is a
better way. A way where both sides
can come to an agreement.
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ELIJAH
The only way we're going to come to
an agreement is your pathetic races
agreement to surrender.

in a booming voice( )
Ready your weapons!

MIRA
Don't do this.

ELIJAH
FIRE!

Mira closes her eyes to brace for the impact of the bullets,
a few moments pass by. She slowly peaks her eyes open
wondering why she hasn't been killed yet.

Upon further inspection she sees that the Vampires from the
rooftops have swooped down and taken the weapons away from
the task force members.

Mordred watches on with his trade mark smile, he was ready
for the attack.

MORDRED
Oh commander, you underestimate me if
you really think that I'm just going
to leave myself in the open with no
defenses.

ELIJAH
No matter, there's always a plan B.

Elijah pulls a sharpened stake out of his pocket and motions
for his men to rush towards the Vampires.

The task force rushes the Vampires, as the Vampires do the
same. Both sides clash, landing fatal blows on their first
hits as a human falls and a vampire falls.

The Vampire's wings sprout out of their backs as they lift
the humans up into the air, taken them on a high speed air
ride, they send them plummeting towards the ground.

Meanwhile the two leaders go face to face, the pair size
each other up. They both walk circles around each-other.

MORDRED
Your forces won't live to see the
next hour.
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ELIJAH
Once I take you down, they'll all bow
to me as their leader.

MORDRED
You're deluded, they'll never bow to
a human willingly.

ELIJAH
I never said they'd do it willingly.

The two leaders lock horns, both sides try to land killing
blows on another.

Mordred reaches in to slice through Elijah's armour with no
luck. Elijah swings his stake aiming for Mordred's chest.

Neither side is able to land a killing blow, meanwhile
Vampires can be seen flying through sky carrying and
dropping humans from dangerously heights.

During the chaos Mira runs over to Amber's cage, she slices
through the lock and the chains that Amber in.

Mira slowly helps her out of the cage, as Amber stumbles
over onto her knees, unable to walk.

AMBER
Leave me here. I'm worthless.

MIRA
What has he done to you?

AMBER
Y-You don't want to know.

MIRA
Oh god Amber

beat( )
Come on, let's get you to safety.

Mira helps Amber to her feet, she wraps Amber's arm around
her neck and slowly escorts her to the side of the battle.

A task force member sees Amber and Mira; they make a wild
dash toward the girls.

TASK FORCE MEMBER
You! I'll kill both of you filthy
vamps!

MIRA
I'll handle him.
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Before Mira even has a moment to react Avery appears from
out of the shadows and stabs in the back. The task force
member drops to the floor.

MIRA (cont'd)
Nice hit.

AVERY
Oh my god, I actually killed him! I
just wanted to stop him.

MIRA
Well you definitely stopped him.

Avery holds out his hand, offering to take Amber.

AVERY
Here, let me take her. You're needed
out there.

MIRA
Take care of her, she's very fragile
at the moment.

AVERY
I'll protect her with my life--Well
to the best of my abilities with
Vampires around.

MIRA
kisses Avery on the(
cheek)

Thank you.

Avery takes Amber's arm and wraps it around the back of her
neck, he slowly escorts her into a nearby building that's
doors have been blasted open with the fighting.

Avery sets Amber down against a wall and sits down next to
her.

AVERY
So--You're Mira's sister, huh?

AMBER
Yeah, I am. I'm guessing that you're
the person that took her in?

Avery nods.

AMBER (cont'd)
smiles( )

Thank you for keeping my sister safe.
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AVERY
I didn't trust her at first, but deep
down in my gut it felt like the right
thing to do.

AMBER
Maybe my sister was right about your
kind. Maybe there is a little hope
for peace between our species.

Mira runs back out into the battle. Several human corpses
litter the floor. Accompanied by several Vampire corpses.
Both sides have taken out an equal amount of the opposition.

Mordred and Elijah are still in the midst of their war of
words.

MORDRED
You cannot win, pathetic human. Your
forces will have been decimated
within the hour.

ELIJAH
For a leader of a whole god damn
race, you seem to be all talk and no
play.

MORDRED
I have no need to kill you just yet,
that honor will come later. The world
should watch as you die. Their last
true line of defense against the
Vampire onslaught.

Mira runs between the two leaders, separating them.

MIRA
Will you two just stop this! Nothing
is being proven here except for that
you can sanction the loss of dozens
of lives for no good reason.

MORDRED
You don't understand, you will never
understand what defeating these
vermin's once and for all means to
me!

ELIJAH
I could say the same.
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MIRA
I get it, believe me I really do. You
have both lost the people you care
about to the others race. But that
doesn't mean that everyone is like
that, sure there are some people who
are disgusting and don't deserve to
call themselves members of either
races, but I have seen the best that
both kinds can offer. I have seen the
struggles that humans go through on a
daily basis, famine, disease, war,
love and loss.

now addressing(
Mordred)

All things that we have been through
ourselves, we may have had control of
the Earth when the humans were just
reaching out of their caves and what
we should have done was reached in
and pulled them out, helped them
develop. But instead we started this
silly prejudice that both sides have
adopted.

talking to both(
leaders)

Can you honestly tell me what the
difference is between our races?

Both leaders take a step back, stunned by Mira's words.
Neither sides knows what to say in response.

Just as Mordred is about to step up and say something, his
Commander steps in front of him. He gets right in Mira's
face.

VAMPIRE COMMANDER
The human's are better at dying.

The Commander slashes at Elijah, he slices out his eye.
Elijah drops down to his knees, he screams in pain and agony
as the commander stands over his vulnerable body.

The commander pushes Elijah onto his back. He places his
foot on the chest of Elijah.

Elijah struggles for air on the ground, he holds his eye.

MIRA
Stop it! You're going to kill him.
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VAMPIRE COMMANDER
Who cares? He would've killed us
given the chance.

MIRA
He was about to agree with what I was
saying.

Mira tries to push the Commander off Elijah, but the
Commander just grabs Mira and tosses her aside in the
building that Avery and Amber are sat in.

Mira lays on her back, gasping for air. She's dazed. Avery
rushes over to her.

AVERY
Mira? Mira! Are you okay? Please say
something.

No response.

AVERY (cont'd)
Oh god, please don't die. I can't
lose you not, now. Not before--

Mira peaks her eye open.

MIRA
coughing( )

Before what?

AVERY
embraces her in a(
hug)

Uhh before you go to the movies with
me like we promised--Yeah that's what
I meant. 

Amber faces palms in the background, as Mira laughs at him.
He helps Mira into a position where she could sit up. He
prompts Mira to stay where she is.

AVERY (cont'd)
You stay here, I'll finish this once
and for all.

MIRA
reaches to stop him( )

Avery--Don't, they'll kill you.

AVERY
Mira

(MORE)
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beat( )
AVERY (cont'd)

If it gets us one step closer to
peace? Then I'm willing to give my
life, for you and every human and
Vampire that want to live together.

Avery heroically walks out onto the battlefield, he stands
face to face with the vampire commander and Mordred.

MORDRED
And who might you be? Some pet my
daughter dragged along for the ride?

AVERY
No. I'm her friend, and both of you
are going to listen to what I have to
say.

MORDRED
Why would we do that? You're better
off running along and hiding little
boy, look at what my commander did to
one of your strongest leaders.

Avery looks down at Elijah, who is still screaming in pain.
He looks back up at the two Vampires, looking Mordred dead
in the eyes.

AVERY
He didn't approach this right,
because Mira is right. There is no
real difference between our races.
Over the years we both have done what
is necessary in order to survive. But
I believe that today is that day that
we should start making steps toward
peace. All this bloodshed and
violence, it's pointless. It has no
end goal except more pain and more
violence, so instead of fighting
each-other why don't we make the
right steps toward a peace treaty?

A member of the task force readies his crossbow in the back,
he aims it right at Mordred's chest.

 A direct hit would result in a fatal blow. Avery notices
what the human is doing.

As the task force member fires off the stakes, Avery dives
in front of Mordred. He takes the stake right through his
chest, saving Mordred's life.
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Mordred looks down at Avery in pure shock. He takes a step
back, as the usual smile that is on his face is wiped clean
off.

Mira scrambles out of the building and collapses in floods
of tears over Avery's dying body. He's gasping for air,
trying to tell Mira something.

AVERY (cont'd)
Did--Did I--Did I do it--Right?

MIRA
sobving( )

No, you--you weren't supposed to die!
We need to get you to a hospital. I
can't lose you, not like this.

Mordred stands over Mira, for the first time in his life he
puts a reassuring hand over her shoulder. As Mira looks up
at him, tears flooding down her face.

Mira stands up, ready to strike down the man that just
killed Avery, but what she sees shocks her completely.

The task force members have detained the man who shot the
stake, as Elijah makes slowly gets to his feet.

MIRA (cont'd)
sniffling( )

What's happening?

ELIJAH
looking down at(
Avery)

That was mighty brave of you son.

Elijah extends his hand out toward Mordred, Mordred takes
his hand and shakes it. As both leaders finally see eye to
eye.

ELIJAH (cont'd)
I think it's time to talk peace
between our races, don't you?

MORDRED
For the first time in my thousand
year existence, I finally see what my
daughter sees in you. That act of
selflessness, of bravery is something
that I have never seen in any
Vampire. I wouldn't be here without
that act. It would be wrong of me to
deny the child his last request. 
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Elijah and Mordred both turn to Mira.

ELIJAH
None of this would have been possible
without you.

he looks down at(
Avery)

Or you. Thank you to both of you for
what you have done here. In honor of
that I would like to ask if you, Mira
would become the ambassador between
our races. Someone who helps Vampires
and humans transition between the
worlds without any issues.

Mira takes a step back, she is speechless. Her dream has
finally come true.

MIRA
I--I'd love too, one one condition.

ELIJAH
Go on.

MIRA
The peace between our races is in
honor of Avery's sacrifice.

ELIJAH
I think we can do that.

MIRA
smiles( )

Then I accept.

FADE TO BLACK

SUPER: 2 MONTHS LATER

INT. LONDON - HUMAN/VAMPIRE RELATIONS EMBASSY - DAY

Mira, now dressed in a sharp leather black suit and tie.
Walks into the Embassy, the room is filled with humans and
vampires openly talking with each-other, some stand while
others sit on benches.

In the middle of the room stands a statue in Avery's honor.
Marked with the quote "In honor of those who lost their
lives making the treaty."

Someone taps Mira on her back, she jumps out of her skin.
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MIRA
Who is it?

AMBER
It's me! Your sister. I thought I'd
come to wish you good luck on your
first day on the job.

MIRA
Thank you, I'm just, well I'm shocked
by all of this. Just a few months ago
I never would have dreamed that we
would have had this kind of thing.

AMBER
I remember all those months ago when
you were crying in your room wanting
so desperately to make your own
legacy and here you are living it.
It's amazing, sis. I'm so proud of
you.

Amber embraces Mira in a hug, the two sister's share a warm
hug. A reflection of where Mira began all those months ago.

MIRA
I love you, sis.

AMBER
Love you too.

Mira breaks the hug, she give Amber her best toothy smile
and sets off to get to work. Amber waves her off as Mira
walks off to fulfill her lifelong dream.

FADE TO BLACK

END
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